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"To win. you must control the skies—particu- 
larly the skies over your own territory," says 
Major Norman E. Wells in his article, "Air 
Superiority Comes First." He discusses three 
b&sic threats to air superiority: antiaircraft artil- 
lery, surface-to-air rnissiles, and enemy fighters. 
In profile on the cover, our artist has depicted 
(top to bottom) the Soviet Su-7B Fishpot. Su-11 
Flagon-B. MiG-23 Foxbat. and Tu-28 Fiddler. 
all in the wake of the USAF s new Air Superiority 
Fighter aircraft, the McDonnell Douglas F>15.NoVFMBFR-DKt F MB F H  1972



THE
TOTAL FORCE CONCEPT

IN 1970 Secretary of Defense Melvin R. 
Laird initiated a policy that has re- 
sulted in widespread emphasis and in- 

terest in the reserve forces. A vital facet 
of Mr. Lairds policy was that a “total 
force concept would be applied in all 
aspects of planning, programming, man- 
ning, equipping, and employing guard 
and reserve forces. Th is added emphasis is 
causing concurrent consideration of the 
total U.S. military resources, active and 
reserve, in determining the most advanta-

An Air Force View
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geous mix of forces to assure our national secu- 
ritv. The policy is also resulting in a definite 
tuming toward reliance on the reserve forces, 
rather than conscription, as the primarv means 
of augmenting the active forces.

For many vears prior to this revision in poli
cy, the Air Force advocated and practiced the 
total force concept in considering the reserve 
components. In fact, USAF Planning Coi\cepts, 
1969-1984 used the term “total force" and de- 
scribed the concept in much the same words 
that were later written in the Secretarv’s memo- 
randiun.

Since this initial promulgation, the view and 
application of the total force concept have 
broadened significantly. VVithin the following 
vear the Secretarv of Defense expanded upon 
his previouslv Iimited interpretation of the total 
force concept. For example, he requested the 
Chairman of the Joint Chiefs^of Staff to nnder- 
take an integrated assessment of our total force  
capabilities against the Soviet naval threat. He 
further posed the question: Under the total 
force concept, would it be possible and sensible 
to push for increased European contributions to 
ground and tactical air development prograrns?

These various references to the concept have 
resulted in a multiplicitv of interpretations of 
the term. Consequently, it will be the objective 
of this article to put the total force concept 
into perspective according to the view of the 
Air Force. To illustrate this view, some current 
and projected applications of the concept will 
be briefly discussed.

a three-dimensional ciew

ln planning to meet the varied threats to our 
national security, as linked with the securitv of 
the free world, we have come to rely increas- 
ingly on the total resources available to us. The 
necessity of this approach is reinforced bv the 
comparative reductions in Defense appropria- 
tions, the trend in govemment spending toward 
solving domestic problems, and the objective of 
the all-volunteer military Service. Consequent

ly, in our planning and programming activities, 
we must take a three-dimensional view of the 
total force: within the Air Force, considering 
both the active and reserve components; within 
the U.S. Defense establishment, considering the 
complementary roles and missions of the indi
vidual Services; and throughout the free world, 
where we take into account our total combined 
Defense resources as well as those of our 
friends and allies. We might attempt to expand 
this even further to include industrial capaci- 
ties, political Systems, or national will. Howev- 
er, in the interest of limiting the concept to 
reasonablv manageable proportions, we will 
restrict this view of the total force to military 
resources exclusivelv.J

within the Air Force

To begin at the most fundamental levei, let us 
first discuss the concept as it applies to an indi
vidual Service. The total strength of the Air 
Force—and the other Services as well—is a 
composite of its active and reserve elements. In 
order to achieve an appropriate balance in the 
strength of this dimension of the total force, it 
is necessarv to perform a concerted planning 
and programming function for each of these 
principal elements.

The Air Force has developed policies that 
are specificallv designed to maximize total 
force capabilities. Among these policies are the 
comparable structuring of units; equal training 
and evaluation standards for active and reserve 
forces; and an integrated approach to equip- 
ping, supporting, and exercising all units. The 
success of the partial reserve mobilizations for 
the Berlin situation in 1962 and the Pueblo 
crisis in 1968 demonstrates the effectiveness of 
these policies in the past decade.

The added Department of Defense ( d o d ) 
emphasis of the past year and a half has pro- 
vided further impetus for improving the readi- 
ness, responsiveness, and capabilities of the Air 
National Guard (a n g ) and Air Force Reserve 
( u s a f r ). A major modernization program, span-
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ning fiscal years 1971 through 1973, is proceed- 
ing toward equipage of the air reserve forces 
with first-line equipment. Units are converting 
from obsolete systems, such as the F-84, 
RF-101, and C-124, to the same aircraft found 
in the active inventory: the F/RF-4, F-105, 
A-37, and C-130. Almost two-thirds of our re
serve capability will be re-equipped during this 
conversion period.

Another beneficiai outgrowth of the total 
force view is the increased attention that has 
been paid to the structure and functions of the 
reserve forces. Manpower, in both quantity and 
skill, has been carefully analvzed to assure that 
the needs of the major contingeney plans will 
be adequately met. The monthly and annual 
training activities of individual guardsmen and 
reservists are under continuai review. Through 
this means, many of the less meaningful train
ing requirements have been reduced or elimi- 
nated, allowing for primary concentration on 
direct combat and combat support missions.

Another result has been a notable increase in 
guard and reserve participation in active mis
sions. The Reserve Associate program has pro- 
vided a means for 30 percent of the strategic 
airlift capability to be operated by the u s a f r  
by integrating active and reserve strategic air
lift air and ground crews. All Military Airlift 
Command C-141 and C-9A units now have a 
major surge capability because reservists are 
performing the military airlift mission side by 
side with their active counterparts. Over half 
the air defense alert force is provided by the 
a n g  in F-lOls, F-102s, and soou in F-106s. 
Guard aircrews and support personnel also 
provide full-time aerial refueling support in 
Europe, and both guard and reserve tactical 
airlift crews are operating on a daily basis in 
support of the active force. Each of the com- 
mands that gain mobilized air reserve forces 
units has provided a greatly expanded role to 
these resources in their periochc exereises. 
These and similar efforts have resulted from a 
total force orientation and are instrumental in 
developing a total u s a f  capability designed to

meet threats to national security at any levei.
An aspect that is applicable to both active 

and reserve forces is the increased attention 
being given to the Creative application of 
weapon systems. Development of multiple ca- 
pabilities for the F-4 is an example. It not only 
is an excellent attack weapon system but also 
performs very well in the counterair and nu
clear weapon delivery roles. This versatility 
assures total utilization of these criticai re
sources.

But these accomplishments are not being 
made without problems. Unit conversions to 
newer aircraft are causing temporary reduc- 
tions in combat effectiveness as well as 
significant training and logistics problems. 
These problems were anticipated, and special 
management procediu*es have helped to reduce 
the deleterious impact of major conversions 
taking place simultaneously. In force structur- 
ing, we also face the risk of leaning too heavilv 
toward the reserve forces if the sole driving 
motivation is economy. The most advantageous 
force mix cannot be based on operating costs 
alone, despite the exceptional capabilities of 
the guard and reserve units. Finally, the transi- 
tion to an all-volunteer Army is expected to 
have an adverse impact on recruiting for all 
reserve forces, an impact difficult to assess thus 
far. Without the pressure of the draft, many 
voung men may be less inclined to enlist in the 
a n g  or u s a f r . However, recent favorable legis- 
lation and improving recruitnient eflforts are 
among the factors that are causing an increas- 
ingly positive Outlook in this problem area.

In spite of these and other problems. the 
u s a f  is becoming collectivelv more potent and 
capable as a result of a total force orientation. 
Contingeney planning is being accomplished 
from a total force viewpoint. The operational 
commands are vitallv concerned with support 
for and operational readiness of the reserve 
components. In sum, the Air Force has ex
panded its resouree base through concurrent 
consideration for planning and programming its 
total assets.
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trithin the Defense establishment

In the Department of Defense, which is second 
in our three-dimensional view of the total force 
concept. the militarv Services are complemen- 
tarv in nature while each performs its own 
functions. Bv tradition. the médium in which 
each Service primarily operates—land, sea, and 
air—has been used to distinguish each as part of 
a total militarv force. In recent years, however, 
the division of functions has also extended 
across service hnes as a means of tailoring 
forces to meet the spectrum of threats to na- 
tional securitv. We now have, for example, 
strategic offensive and defensive forces, general 
purpose forces, and other support forces, ele- 
ments of which are present within each of the 
Services.

In addition to these views of the service 
functions, the total force concept now adds two 
other aspects to this perspective: (1) the ability 
of one service to applv its resources to partici- 
pate in the primarv missions of another service, 
and (2) expanded application of individual- 
service weapon systems. For example, a land- 
based attack fighter is considered the principal 
weapon svstem for interdiction and close air 
support of ground forces. However, the same 
svstem, when viewed as an element of the total 
force, has equal application against the surface 
naval threat. Consequently, the composition of 
the Defense establishment is in the process of 
orientation to take greater cognizance of the 
flexibility and multiple capabilities of service 
resources.

The Air Force is taking extensive steps to 
broaden the conceptual apphcation of its 
weapon systems and then to validate these con- 
cepts. The B-52D system has recently com- 
pleted a second expansion of its capabilities. 
The aircraft was originally designed for preci- 
sion delivery of strategic nuclear weapons. In 
the mid-sixties, it was modified for use in 
Southeast Asia to drop large tonnages of con- 
ventional bombs. As a result of recent minor 
modifications, the same aircraft can now be 
employed for aerial delivery of sea mines as a

meam of closing off access to enemy harbors. 
This capability is partieularly directed against 
submarine bases, thus expanding the U.S. anti- 
submarine warfare ( a s w ) capability. With each 
successive addition to the bombers flexibility, 
the B-52D has continued to retain its former 
capabilities, thereby giving an added option to 
the national conmiand authorities.

The diversified employment of the C-130 is 
another example of this aspect of total force 
operations. Originally designed as a médium 
tactical transport aircraft, it has been very 
effectively employed in close support and in
terdiction roles as a gunship, the AC-130. Its 
predecessors, the AC-47 and AC-119, also dem- 
onstrate the potential flexibility of weapon sys
tems when they are ereatively applied to 
conflict situations. Through these and similar 
exploitations of the inherent flexibility of 
weapon systems, each service can achieve a 
greater levei of defense without a significant 
increase in investment of Defense resources.

There are also examples of actual and 
planned activities which the Air Force is un- 
dertaking to assist other Services in meeting 
their primarv mission responsibilities. Increased 
attention is being given to the potential of 
land-based tactical air in protecting the sea 
lines of communication approaching and sur- 
rounding Europe. Reconnaissance forces are 
identifying and tracking Soviet naval surface 
forces in the Mediterranean. An extensive test- 
ing of tactical air munitions against surface 
naval targets is being eonducted, and related 
delivery tactics are under development. Bv ex- 
ploiting the expanded capabilities of land-based 
tactical air, the Navy can be permitted to con- 
centrate more resources on a s w . In addition, a 
further expansion of B-52D capabilities is under 
consideration. An analysis is in progress to de
termine its compatibility with a Navy air-to- 
surface missile currently under development, 
the Harpoon. If employed in concert, these 
systems have the potential to expand U.S. capa
bilities broadly for convoy escort and long-range 
interdiction of surface naval forces.

Continued  on Jkifje H



The Versatile F-4

Development o f  the F-4 to perform multiple mis- 
sions ty pi fies the continuous effort Inj the Air 
Force to nuike total use o f  criticai resources. 
This and similar efforts. applied to regular, 
reserve, and guard forces, help provide a USAF 
capahility to meet any threat to national se- 
curity. The F-4 not only is an excellent fighter/ 
attack weapon system but also performs well in 
other roles. . . . F-4C.S in fiight over South 
Vietnam (top rigld) . . . configure d for recon- 
naissance, an RF-4C at Tan Son Nhut Air Base, 
SVS . .  a fiock o f  F-4Ds being hedded down 
for the night at Erding Air Station, West Ger- 
tnany . . . F-4E (opposite), with 3LAU-3A rocket 
launchers and 4 Aí-117 750-lb bomhs each wing.

F-4D



F-4E
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The Joint Chiefs of Staff are particularly 
affected by this dimension of the total force 
concept. In their role of planning for and man- 
aging the employment of U.S. military forces, 
they are taking major steps to assure total use 
of U.S. military resources. The applieation of 
the total force concept at the jcs levei is bring- 
ing into reality the full potential of the total 
U.S. military capability, an approach which 
should achieve a more substantial return on our 
limited investment of Defense funds.

within the free world

The Nixon Doctrine is the basis of our current 
foreign policy, and it would appear that its 
tenets will remain so for many years to come. 
At the risk of oversimplifying it, we may view 
that doctrine as establishing a combination of 
willingness to negotiate with an objective of 
mutual strength in partnership with our allies. 
This is intended as the foundation upon which 
we will build a generation of peace; and in its 
broadest applieation, then, the total force con
cept becomes the cornerstone of that founda- 
tion.

A unique view of our military responsibilities 
to the free world is embodied in this concept. 
The maturing political and economic stability 
of our n a t o  allies now affords a “fair share” 
investment in our common defense. Although 
we cannot expeet the same equality of sharing 
from Iess developed allies, it is unreasonable to 
assume a disproportionate expenditure of U.S. 
man power resources when these nations are 
externally threatened. Therefore, we expeet 
sovereign nations, as a minimum, to invest their 
own manpower in their national security. We 
expeet these nations to develop the technologi- 
cal capability of their military resources to the 
maximum extent possible. Where their techni- 
cal resources are limited, as in the development 
of air power, we will be prepared to supple- 
ment the capabilities of a beleaguered nation 
whose survival is vital to our security interests. 
We consider each of the nations of the free

world to have a share in preserving that free- 
dom and a concomitant responsibility to aid a 
threatened ally as its resources and its own se
curity interests permit. Beyond the fulfillment 
of these obligations of partnership, we stand 
ready to be the deeiding influence in deterring 
any disruption to the generation of peace.

These expectations of the total force concept 
are expressed in more pragmatic terms than a 
simple statement of desires. Our military aid 
and assistance programs are principally ori- 
ented toward strengthening the complemen- 
tary capabilities of the nations of the free 
world. In military sales endeavors, we are 
offering hardware that is effective, yet simple 
to operate and within the budgetary limits of 
the smaller nations. The International Fighter 
(F-5E) is an excellent example of a system 
which provides for free world standardization 
of munitions, tactics, and ground support at a 
price that most countries can aíford to pay. We 
are also accomplishing our force strueturing 
and objectives planning with a much broader 
consideration of the total force capabilities of 
our friends and allies.

Our military alliance strueture and intema- 
tional relations are beginning to adjust to the 
influences of the total force concept. n a t o  
planning and programming will increasingíy 
reflect the influence of this cooperative ap
proach to security. On an even broader basis, 
the furtherance of the precepts embodied in 
this concept requires Department of State and 
other govemment agency participation and 
cooperation as well. As a gradual process, the 
total force concept should engender a more 
coordinated and cohesive free world defense 
force.

T h e  d e f e n s e  of the free world in general and 
our nation in particular must first l>e assured if 
we are to live in circumstances that will permit 
the solution of social and other domestic prob- 
lems. Yet the cost of defense can be prohibitive 
unless we take full advantage of the total mili
tary resources available. For this reason, the
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total force concept is now applied in planning, 
programming, manning, equipping, and em- 
ploving our niilitary establishment. For max- 
imum effectiveness, these activities should be 
regarded at three separate but related leveis. 
Simply stated, the total force concept is appli- 
cable at the intraservice, interservice, and in- 
temational leveis. Although various aspects of 
this concept have been operative over a long 
period of time, the full dimensions of its poten- 
tial are just now beginning to be refined. In his 
fiscal year 1973 Annual Defense Department

Report, Secretary Laird captured the trends of 
future security endeavors when he stated:

The conceptual thrust of the total force is toward 
the efficient integration of all relevant free world 
resources to provide more security for all of us. 
[It] demands a new order of coordination and 
cooperation. . . .

By virtue of the inherent adaptability and 
flexibility of air power, the Air Force has the 
opportunitv to seize the initiative and set the 
standards for this new order.

H(j United States Air Foree
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ONE lesson is clear from the epic bat- 
tles of World War II, Korea, and the 
Six Day War: To win, you must con- 

trol the skies—particularly the skies over your 
own territorv. Air power does not guarantee 
that you will win a war, as in the cases of Ko
rea and Vietnam; but without it, modern ar- 
mies are destined to lose. In the past, apart 
from the early days of World War II, U.S. 
ground and naval forces have usually been able 
to operate relatively free from enemy air at- 
tack. The future carries no such guarantee. Yet 
with the increasinglv destructive weapons car- 
ried bv modem aircraft, it is imperative that 
our surface forces be protected from air attack. 
At the same time, our offensive air power must 
be able to carry the war far behind the front 
lines without undue interference and losses. 
The United States, in other words, must con- 
sider overall air superiority as a prime objec- 
tive.

All military leaders must understand the 
importance of air superiority and how it is at- 
tained. Unfortunately, not all of them do. This 
article will examine the three basic threats to 
air superiority—antiaircraft artillery (a a a ), sur- 
face-to-air missiles (s a m’s ), and enemy fighters— 
to see how they can be eliminated or neutralized.

“Counterair” is defined in a f m 2-1 as the 
destruction or neutralization of the enemy’s air 
offensive and air defense Systems to gain and 
maintain air supremacy and thereby prevent 
the enemy forces from effectively interfering 
with friendly surface and air operations. In 
other words, it is whatever you do to keep 
enemy aircraft from interfering with your air 
and surface operations and to keep enemv de- 
fenses from hampering your air operations.1

importance o f  air superiority

Air superiority is vital in any eonfliet because 
air power has such a tremendous effect on all 
operations. World War II revealed a remark- 
able ability of people to survive sustained air 
attack. However, history makes it clear that 
most battles and wars were won by the country 
that gained air superiority. Indeed it is almost a 
modern military maxim that nations must con- 
trol the air over their own territory if their 
forces are to survive and operate effectively. A 
good example of this occurred in World War II 
when the defenders of the island of Pantelleria 
(located between Tunisia and Sicily) surren- 
dered before being invaded, after a month of 
unopposed bombing. Korea and Vietnam have

11
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indicated that the selective use of air power 
does not guarantee victory, but it may avert 
defeat.

To win a war, air superiority must be ex- 
tended over eneray territory as soon as possible. 
Otherwise interdiction, elose air support, and 
strategic bombing are likely to incur exeessive 
losses. Even with good defensive firepower, 
formations of U.S. B-17s suffered losses of more 
than ten percent on mLssions over Europe be- 
yond the range of covering fighters. The losses 
of B-17s to German fighters were reduced by 
the introduetion of the P-51, which could cover 
the bombers all the way to the target and back.

Prior to the projected invasion of the Conti- 
nent, General Henry H. Arnold urged his 
commanders to take the offensive and win air 
superioritv so the landings would be a success. 
He wrote: “This is a iMUST. . . . Destroy the 
enemy Air Force wherever you find them. in 
the air, on the ground and in the faetories."2 
Our fighters took the offensive, and their 
search-and-destroy tactics took a large toll of 
German fighters—800 in February and March 
1944. As a result of deception, destruction of 
airfields, and attrition on missions defending 
Germany, few enemy fighters were available to 
oppose the Normandy landings, and only one 
or two got through the fighter screen, com- 
posed of 171 squadrons, to attack the convoys. 
The Allies flew 14,398 sorties on D-Day to 
support the invasion.

Ground opposition to the landings was for- 
midable; it might have been overwhelming had 
not the Germans lost control of the air. Several 
months later American fighter-bombers took 
such a heavv toll of one of the largest German 
columns retreating from Southern France that 
the commander surrendered without any ground 
action. One of the reasons for the initial German 
successes in the Battle of the Bulge was the bad 
weather that precluded Allied air operations. 
VVhen the weather cleared, air attacks helped 
defeat the twenty-five German divisions in the 
Bulge.

Allied air superioritv was virtually complete

bv early 1945. As Germany lost her abilitv to 
defend herself on the home front, she also lost 
much of the ability to support forces in the 
field. The destruction of most of Germany’s oil 
production led to such a severe fuel shortage 
that pilots could not be given adequate training 
before being sent into combat. At the same 
time German ground attack and logistic opera
tions were strictly limited by the amount of 
fuel available.

When the Communists attacked in Korea, 
the United Nations forces used air power to 
slow their advance and keep the defending, 
thinly spreacl troops from taking even greater 
losses than they did. In the first six weeks of the 
war, an estimated 110 enemy planes were de- 
stroyed, leaving the North Koreans with per- 
haps 22 aircraft. Our aircraft were then used 
mostly for interdiction and elose support of the 
armv. Thus, North Korea did not pose much of 
a threat to our air operations imtil the intro
duetion of Soviet-built MIG-15s in November 
1950. Since the m ig ’s operated from Chinese 
airfields north of the Yalu River and hence 
were free from attack on the ground, they had 
to be destroved in air-to-air engagements. At 
the same time, Communist aircraft did not 
launch large-scale strikes on our airfields from 
China even though our bombing kept airfields 
in North Korea unserviceable. The m ig ’s did 
manage to intercept some B-29 raids and attack 
some fighter-bombers. Our troops and airfields 
remained relatively free from air attack be- 
cause the United States and its allies had 
quicklv gained and maintained air superioritv. 
This proved essential to counter the over
whelming manpower of the North Korean and 
Chinese forces. We did not win this war in the 
classic sense, but air power probably kept us 
from losing it.

In North Vietnam the enemy had built up 
his defensive System and had much of it fully 
operational before we initiated attacks on it. 
mig  airfields were oflí limits until 23 April 1967, 
almost two years after our first losses to m i g s . 
Surface-to-air missile ( s a m ) sites were observed
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in construction long before our first attack on 
27 Julv 1965, three days after an F~1C was lost 
to s a m s . Bv this time the s a m’s were so well 
emplaced that when we tried to take out the 
sites we lost six aircraft in the process.3 Still, 
despite large numbers of m ic s , s a m s , and a a a , 
we were able to carrv out our missions without 
excessive losses because we had local air superi- 
ority over the north most of the time.

The air defense system in areas such as East- 
em Europe is much better than that found in 
Vietnam because of improved technology, so- 
phistication, and better integration of defenses. 
The U.S.S.R. and Soviet-supported countries 
have large numbers of fighters, s a m s , and guns 
that can be expected to inflict prohibitive losses 
if allowed to operate freely. The Russians are 
verv much interested in defense because of 
their history of being invaded. (The loss of 
twentv million people in World War II is a 
grim reminder.)

Neutralizing the defenses of a nation or tar- 
get is very difficult unless, as in the Arab- 
Israeü conflict of 1967, complete surprise on 
vulnerable targets is achieved. Over 400 Egyptian 
aircraft w'ere destroyed on the ground during 
the first few hours of the war. Israeli ground 
forces were free to operate under an umbrella 
of almost total air supremacy. The Arabs and 
Soviets were taught a lesson by the Six Day 
War, and the present Egyptian defenses indicate 
that they do not intend to be caught with their 
defenses down again.

If the battle for air superiority follows more 
traditional lines, it may take more aircraft to 
protect the prime attack aircraft from fighters, 
SAMS, and a a a  than are actually required to 
bomb the target. For example, over 70 aircraft 
(flak suppression, fighter escort, tankers, rescue, 
etc.) were once used to support 14 aircraft 
lx>mbing well-defended targets in North Viet
nam.

The United States had to fight hard for air 
superiority in World War II. We quicklv mled 
the air in Korea. The introduction of sa m s and 
new Mic tactics in North Vietnam prevented us

from having complete air superiority. Control 
of the air in well-deíended areas such as East- 
ern Europe would be most difficult to achieve. 
Since air superiority could be essential in such 
areas, however, it is especially important that 
we understand the threats and our capabilities 
and limitations with respect to these threats.

antiaircraft artillery

The m ig s  and s a m s  get most of the publicity 
and glamour, but guns get most of the kills. 
The a a a  threat ranges from the rifles of infan- 
trymen to the large guns specifically designed 
to shoot down aircraft. Sighting systeins range 
from simple optical sights mounted on the 
smaller guns to sophisticated Systems that use 
radar for tracking the target and a Computer 
for directing fire.

Radar was first used with a a a  in World War 
II. Combined with proximity-fuzed projectiles, 
it reduced the number of rounds fired per air
craft destroyed bv a factor of ten. Radar, how
ever, cannot predict the future position of an 
aircraft that is rapidly changing course. More- 
over, radar can be degraded by electronic 
jamming. (When the British and American Air 
Forces in World War II used chaff to degrade 
the Germans’ radar, their niunber of rounds per 
kill jumped from 800 to .3000.) .Another draw- 
back is that the target aircraft can use an elec
tronic receiver to pick up radar transmissions 
and begin evasive action or start jamming. 
Also, specially equipped aircraft can attack .a a a  
radars with bombs or antiradiation missiles 
(a r m’s). Thus, even though radar has limita
tions, it does provide a night and all-weather 
capability to a a a  systems.

The Russians are well aware of U.S. flak 
suppression efforts and have discussed counters 
to them in their Soviet Military Rcview.4 Basi- 
cally, the guns are dispersed, dug in, and cam- 
ouflaged. A gun is a very “hard” target and is 
difficult to destroy with bombs. The new gener- 
ation of “smart” bombs makes gun destruction 
easier. However, because of the great number



While photographing an antiaircraft site in North Vietnam, a USAF reconnais- 
sance jet caught the North Vietnamese guns unattended and retumed to base
scot-free. . . .  An F-105 Thunderchief ivas not so lucky on a mission against 
oil storage facilities near Hanoi, but it got home despite battle scars.
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of guns in some target areas, it is generally 
impossible to neutralize all of them. According 
to one source, there are approximatelv 6000 
Jarge-calibre (37-, 57-, 85-, and 100-mm) an- 
tiaircraft guns in North Vietnam.5

Since all the guns eannot be destroved, at- 
taekers should trv to minimize their effective- 
ness. The basic thing to remember is that the 
projectile is unguided after it leaves the gun 
barrei. The gunner aims at a point ahead of 
the aireraft so that the bullets and the aircraft 
arrive at the same place at the same time. Since

a gunner is predicting where the aircraft is 
going to be, the obvious counter is for the pilot 
to change his flight path and move away from 
the predicted impact point. This random vari- 
ation of the flight path is called “jinking” and 
is very effective in evading fíre at médium and 
high altitudes where the projectiles are aimed 
at a point a mile or more in front of the air
craft. Crews can also decrease losses to guns (as 
well as to s a m’s and m ic ’s ) by planning their 
route so the enemy is unaware of their destina- 
tion. Long, straight runs at the target may be
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easier for navigation, but they also make it 
easier for the enemy to prepare for the attaeker s 
arrival. The element of surprise, a basic prin
cipie of war, is lost.

It is, of eourse, very difficult to achieve sur
prise with large formations of aircraft that can 
be detected on radar a long way from the tar- 
get. Additionally, the time over target is re- 
stricted bv the re(juirement for daylight, main- 
tenance and rearming time, and mission length.

A generally accepted method of evading de- 
tection by the s a m s  and m ic ’s is to fly at low 
altitude where enemy radar cannot see the tar
get because of ground clutter (area where 
reflections from the ground obscure target re- 
tums). Low-altitude Hight, however, does not 
preclude visual detection by a a a  gunners. 
Combinations of terrain and gun site location 
may allow the pilot to surprise the gunner and 
be gone before he can open fire, but this cannot 
be expected in a well-defended area or over flat 
terrain.

There are three serious problems with flying 
at low altitudes: (1) the aircraft is in the 
effective range of all guns; (2) the time of flight 
of the projectile is so short that the gunners can 
adjust their aim from tracers verv quickly and 
improve their chances of hitting the target, and 
the short time-of-flight makes jinking less 
effective: and (3) the projectile has a higher 
kinetic energy at short range and therefore 
does more damage when it hits the aircraft.

This does not necessarily mean that one 
should never fly at low altitude. It may be that 
low altitude is the only place to fly because 
sa m s and m ic ’s make the higher altitudes even 
more risky. The mission, ordnance, delivery 
procedures, previous tactics, and enemy de- 
fenses all have to be analyzed to decide on the 
best tactics for hitting a particular target.

surface-to-air missiles

s a m’s have had a tremendous effect on our tac
tics over enemy territory even though they 
have not destroyed large numbers of planes.

sa m s were developed in the post-World War II 
period because a a a  was no longer effective 
against fast, high-flying aircraft. Early sa m Sys
tems were thus designed to intercept bombers 
at high altitude. They nevertheless had a tre
mendous impact on our fighter-bomber tactics 
in Vietnam, for the fighters, which are not too 
maneuverable at very high altitudes, were 
forced to fly where denser air increased the 
possibility of evading the missile. The introduc- 
tion of sa m’s in North Vietnam initially forced 
the U.S. fighters to try to stay hidden in the 
ground clutter of the radar. Flying at low alti
tudes, however, resulted in the loss of many 
aircraft to a a a  when the pilots would normally 
have flown above the effective range of the 
guns. Thus, even though the s a m ’s did not re- 
ceive credit for the kills, they were indirectly 
responsible because they forced the fighters to 
fly where the guns could hit them. Higher alti
tudes were later used when electronic jamming 
could be employed or aircraft were capable of 
evading the s a m’s .

s a m ’s are sometimes misunderstood and are 
credited with capabilities that they do not 
really possess. This is not to say that they are 
ineffective, but there is nothing magic about a 
s a m. It can be defeated—if it is understood! A 
tvpical sa m engagement starts with an acquisi- 
tion radar getting the first contact and telling 
the sa m target tracking radar where to look. 
The sa m radar then searehes this area, finds the 
target, and begins tracking it. Meanwhile, the 
engagement tactics are determined and the 
missiles prepared for firing. As the target comes 
within range, the missile guidance transmitter 
is turned on and one or more missiles launched. 
The target tracking radar is used to determine 
the relative positions of the target and missile 
so the Computer can generate guidance com- 
mands, which are then sent to the missile bv 
the missile guidance transmitter. Both the tar
get tracking radar and the missile guidance 
transmitter must continue transmitting until 
the sa m s have registered a kill or missed the 
target aircraft.
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Electronic equipinent in the target aircraft 
can receive the tracking radar and missile guid- 
ance signals and warn the crew that the air
craft is being tracked or a missile has been 
launched. Aircrews can employ antiradiation 
missiles against s a m radars and thus inay force 
the enemy to vary the above sequence.

The exact tactical situation will determine 
what action is taken against the s a m’s ; coun- 
termeasures can be used to decrease their 
effectiveness, or thev can be attacked and de- 
stroved. Electronic jamming can be used to 
prevent accurate tracking by the sa m radars. 
This is generally the tactic used when other 
targets, such as enemv airfields, have a higher 
priority than the destruction of sa m sites. It is 
worth noting, however, that the Soviets have 
made it verv difficult to jam their radars by 
transmitting on widely different frequencies. 
Aviation Week and Space Technology reports 
that one version of the SA-2 transmits in the E 
frequency band and another in the G band, 
while the SA-3 transmits in the I band.6 The 
SA-4 transmits in the H band.' This means that 
in areas where all four of these threats are 
found, an aircraft must have a jammer that 
puts out sufficient power on each frequency to 
protect against them all.

A missile obeys the same laws of aerodvnam- 
ics as an airplane and therefore can be outma- 
neuvered. Its speed—approximately Mach
3—can be a disadvantage when maneuvering 
because it must be able to pull more g’s than 
its slower target. If a missile is fired at the pre- 
dicted impact point in front of the target, a 
sudden change of course by the target can 
force a drastic change in the predicted impact 
point. This forces the missile to make a hard 
tum to continue tracking the target.

Missiles also have a certain reaction time. 
The radar must determine that the target has 
changed course. The Computer then computes 
the new intercept course and transmits the 
appropriate commands. The missile then must 
maneuver to the new trajectory. Even though 
this time is only a fraction of a second, it may

be enough to cause a miss because of the high 
speeds involved (a 20(X)-feet-per-second missile 
against a 900-feet-per-second target, for exam- 
ple). Fighter pilots and engineers have devised 
evasive maneuvers that capitalize on the limita- 
tions of missiles.

Since s a m’s cannot always be jammed ef- 
fectively and a pilot may not accomplish his 
mission if he has to evade large numbers of 
them, sa m sites may be attacked and destroyed. 
A bomb in the radar antenna has been called 
the ultimate jammer—its effects are permanent! 
But bombing sa m sites is a hazardous occupa- 
tion because they are well defended by a a a  
and the sites are arranged in such a way that 
they protect each other. Experience has shown, 
however, that the sites can be successfully de
stroyed by bombing, which, besides destroying 
the radar equipment, missiles, and crew, has 
the effect of intimidating other sa m sites. It 
takes courage to fire missiles at fighters know- 
ing that they will attack the source of the mis
siles.

A less hazardous method of suppressing sa m 
sites is to shoot antiradiation missiles at them. 
When a sa m site radar comes on the air prior 
to firing, the commander of an aircraft 
equipped with a r m’s attempts to shoot the sa m 
radar with an a r m before the sa m can be fired. 
If this is not possible, he can still try to hit the 
radar with an a r m before it can go off the air. 
Best results are usually obtained by following 
up an a r m attack with bombs to destroy as 
much of the site as possible. a r m s have forced 
the enemy to keep his transmissions to a min- 
imum so that the s a m ’s  themselves will not be 
destroyed. When a sa m site is not transmitting, 
it is not a threat and some degree of air superi- 
ority is gained, at least temporarily.

The introduction of s a m ’s by the North Viet- 
namese in 1965 increased U.S. losses, and the 
threat clearly had to be neutralized. Our initial 
loss of the six aircraft lent urgency to the need 
for new tactics in attacking sa m sites. The Air 
Force Chief of StafF formed a study group to 
develop a counter to the s a m s , and out of this

Contin  tieri on page 20





M issile versus M issile

A SidewinJer missile leaps ahead o f  its supersonic F-WÜ launcher during a 
praclice mvtsion at Xellis AFB, Nevada {top opposite). Instrumented for  
sensing radiated heat, the Sidewiruler locks on a target wrket previously 
fxred from the sarne uirplane, catehes it despite its evasive action, and de- 
stroys it. . . . An air-to-surface missile. fired from an F-105 Thunderchief, 
streaks toxeard a surface-to-air missile site iri Xorth Vietnam (hottom oppo-
site). . . . Target infomuition is gained from acrial photograph o f  a SAM 
complex in Xorth Vietnam (ahove), with detail o f  one o f  the missiles shown.
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committee carne the Wild Weasel concept. 
Several two-seat F-lOOFs were modifíed with 
special electronic equipment to receive sa m 
transmissions and locate the site for attack. The 
initial Wild Weasel aircraft arrived at Korat 
r t .a f b, Thailand, on 26 November 1965 and 
soon proved that the system would work. The 
F-lOOFs led Hights of F-105s on missions where 
they provided sa m warnings and attacked ac
tive sa m sites. Since the F-100F was slower 
than the F-105, tvvo-seat F-105Fs were modi- 
fied to the Weasel configuration. The F-105 
Weasels killed many sa m sites in North Vietnam 
and forced the sa m operators to change to less 
effective tactics. There are currently F-105F/G 
and F-4C Wild Weasels operational with special- 
ly trained two-man crews consisting of a pilot 
and an electronic warfare officer.

The United States experience in North Viet
nam has proved that surface-to-air missiles can 
be defeated. However, the s a m ’s have caused a 
drastic change in our tactics and, in conjunc- 
tion with the m ig s , still pose a formidable 
threat.

enemy aircraft

Enemy aircraft are the greatest threat to our 
operations. They can attack surface and air- 
borne targets in or over territory controlled by 
our forces or those of our allies, intercept our 
strike aircraft a long way from their targets, 
and generallv pose more varied threats than 
other offensive or defensive Systems. The threat 
of enemv fighters can also force many of our 
aircraft to be committed to a defensive role, 
which reduces the number of bombs that can 
be delivered. On some missions over North 
Vietnam, approximately one-third of the strike 
force was used to protect against enemy 
fighters. Even then, m ic ’s could concentrate 
and penetrate the fighter screen. It is prefera- 
ble, of course, to destroy enemy aircraft on the 
ground, but this is not always possible, as when 
the airfields in North Vietnam were off limits 
for several years. Even if well-defended airfields

are approved targets, the aircraft are difficult 
to destroy when dispersed or protected by 
hardened hangarettes. Some of the m i g s  can 
operate from sod fields or highway segments. 
The Soviets are also developing fighters with a 
v /s t o l  capability.

The older aircraft in the Soviet inventory 
(MIG-15, 17, 19, and 21) are primarily day 
fighter-interceptors, although there are a few 
all-weather versions. These aircraft are light 
and maneuverable, but their short range re- 
stricts their offensive capability and makes them 
basically defensive.

The newer Soviet fighters, such as the Su-9 
and 11, Foxbat, and Tu-28, have longer range 
which gives them an improved offensive capa
bility. These aircraft are heavier and less ma
neuverable than their forerunners, but they 
have air-intercept radar and therefore an 
all-weather capability.

U.S. aircraft are capable of performing more 
missions than Soviet aircraft, which means ours 
are more sophisticated and thus heavier. In the 
event of war we might expect to be opposed by 
superior numbers of Soviet-supplied aircraft in 
some parts of the world. It is important, there
fore, that our aircraft and crews be superior to 
those of any potential enemy. If we were to 
Iose the air battle, our bases and ground forces 
would be subject to air attack that could lead 
to loss of the war.

For all the sophistication of modem fighters, 
guns remain the basic air-to-air armament. The 
Soviets use large-ealiber (23-, 30-, or 37-mm), 
low-velocity guns with a slow rate of fire. For 
example, the 30-mm gun on the MIG-21 fires at 
a rate of 600 rounds per minute.8 Tliis makes it 
difficult for them to aehieve a hit because of 
the long lead required and the low densitv of 
the bullets, but their projectiles produce more 
damage than ours when they do hit. We relv 
on the 20-mm Gatling gun that has a higher 
muzzle velocity and much higher rate of fire 
(6000 rounds per minute) than the Russian 
guns. The high bullet densitv makes it easier to 
hit an opposing aircraft, especiallv one with a
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better tiim capabilitv like the older m ig ’s . It Ls 
still difficult to hit such a fighter, however, be- 
caase normalíy it is necessary to stav close be- 
hind and track (flv so that the gunsight aiming 
reference is maintained on the enemy aircraft) 
for several seconds. This is almost impossible 
against a highly maneuverable aircraft flown bv 
a competent pilot.

Even with the Ümitations of guns, profes- 
sional fighter pilots insist on a fighter with a 
gun because of its flexibility, reliability, invul- 
nerability to countermeasures, and exclusive 
capability for close-in kills. The 25-mm gun 
being developed for the F-15 will remove some 
of the problems with the 20-mm system and 
provide a more lethal round.

All fighters, both day and all-weather, are 
more effective with a good ground-controlled 
intercept (g c i) capability. With this system, a 
radar operator tracks the target and directs the 
fighter into the optimum firing position. In both 
Korea and \orth Vietnam, we were in the 
enemy s ccx system, which meant that his 
fighters knew exactlv where we were while we 
had to search for his. We do have some air- 
bome cci capability with the EC-121 Airbome 
Earlv Waming and Control aircraft in Viet
nam. The u s a f  is presently flight-testing an 
Airbome Waming and Control System (a w a c s ) 
to give us an airbome g c i and command and 
control system. The Soviets alreadv have an 
operational a w a c s  in their Tu-114 Moss air
craft. The Moss and the Tu-28 Fiddler inter- 
ceptor work closelv together and are active in 
the Arctic monitoring sa c  B-52 operations.9

Air-intercept (a i) radars assist in target ac- 
quisition and are a prerequisite for some 
air-to-air missiles. The United States has long 
been superior to the Soviets in this area, but 
they are improving their systems. a i radars 
generallv have a long-range search mode for 
target acquisition and a shorter-range track 
mode for launching missiles. Some aircraft also 
use radar ranging to compute the necessary 
lead for firing gims. This lead is displaved on 
the windscreen in front of the pilot in the form

of a circle with a dot (pipper) in the center. If 
the pilot can flv his aircraft so as to keep the 
pipper on the enemy aircraft for one or two 
seconds while he fires the guns, his bullets 
should hit the target. Of course, the enemy air
craft will try to keep from being tracked. In 
the missile mode, symbols on the radar display 
tell the pilot how to flv the aircraft to get in 
position to fire the missiles. a i radars are neces
sary for intercepts in weather or at night, but 
they can be januned or deceived. Also, targets 
at a low altitude are hard to see because of the 
ground clutter on the interceptor s radar.

Air-to-air missiles have made kills possible 
from other than the rear of the target and have 
increased the range at which attacks can be 
made. The best-known tvpe of guidance is in- 
frared, as in the AIM-9 Sidewinder. A seeker in 
the missile detects and homes on infrared radia- 
tion emitted bv the engine of the target air
craft. A semiactive radar homing missile (e.g., 
.AIM-7 Sparrow) homes on the radar signals 
bounced off the target bv the firing aircraft. 
These missiles can be employed from the front, 
side, and rear of the target and have a longer 
range than infrared missiles.

Missiles have many advantages, such as 
long-range and all-aspeet attacks, ease of em- 
plovment, and the ability to kill an enemy 
without being seen. Indeed, many newer Soviet 
aircraft relv solely on missiles and have no 
guns. The gun remains an essential part of a 
fighter’s armament, however, because of the 
following missile limitations:

(1) .Air-to-air missiles can be outmaneuvered, 
especially when radar waming systems indicate 
that an aircraft is being tracked.

(2) Countermeasures can be employed 
against the missile or the aircraft radar. It is 
possible, for example, to build air-to-air missiles 
able to home in on the radar carried by enemy 
fighters.

3) The inherent complexity of missiles makes 
them less reliable and more expensive than 
guns.

(4) The long-range capability of missiles can-
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not always be utilized because of the necessity 
to identify the target as hostile before shooting 
at it. If it is done visuaUy, the m ic  can some- 
times see us fírst because our aircraft are often 
larger and some leave a trail of black smoke. 
The m ic ’s thus may have the advantage of 
either attacking us fírst or evading our missile 
attacks by running for home. This problem is 
magnified if an attacker is not identifíed imtil 
he is in the midst of or attacking his targets. 
Missiles must be used with care here—if they are 
used at all—because of the possibility that the 
missile will shoot down a friendly aircraft. Mis
siles cannot tell friend from foe and may home 
on the wrong target.

(5) A missile shot may wam the enemy that 
he is under attack, which, in turn, may allow 
him to escape. Or he may take advantage of 
the fact that you have compromised your posi- 
tion in firing the missile. Tlie best plan is to 
maneuver for a gun attack and shoot missiles if 
the opportunity presents itself. If the missiles 
miss, you should still be able to make a gun 
kill.

Missiles certainly have their place in aircraft 
armament systems, but they must be supple- 
mental to a gim system. A proficient and deter- 
mined pilot making a gun attack is much more 
difficult to defend against than a missile doing 
only what it has been programmed to do.

Maneuverability and power are important 
requirements in a fighter aircraft. Maneuvera
bility provides the capability to defeat a missile 
or gun attack or to stay behind another ma- 
neuverable fighter. Power is necessarv for rapid 
acceleration, high rate of climb, and the ability 
to sustain hard tums and maneuvers. An air 
superiority fighter must have a high thrust-to- 
weight ratio (engine thrust relative to aircraft 
weight) and be maneuverable, even at low speeds. 
The F-15 air superiority fighter will be able to 
turn hard and still accelerate or climb in most 
parts of its flight envelope.

In the past, enemy tactics have been limited 
by the defensive nature of their aircraft. Their 
older aircraft had guns, and their short range

forced them to be used mostly for defending 
the homeland by making close-in gun attacks. 
cci-directed MIG-21 attacks on our aircraft in 
Laos and North Vietnam indicate that the 
Communists can be expected to make 
hit-and-run missile attacks from long ranges, 
where they will be difficult, if not impossible, 
for the defenders to observe visually. An in- 
frared missile needs no radar lock-on. There- 
fore, the defender has no warning of the attack 
other than to observe the attacker or missile 
visually.

Since some new long-range Soviet aircraft 
rely exclusively on missiles, we may assume 
that these aircraft will make missile attacks 
from beyond visual range. They will probably 
be directed by g c i and can be expected to 
avoid close-in (less than one-half mile) engage- 
ments. The MIG-23 is reportedly so vulnerable 
at low altitudes that it is given an escort by 
MIG-21s as it climbs to altitude for missions 
over Israel.10

United States tactics must be designed to 
counter the close-in gun attacks from the ene
my’s older, more maneuverable aircraft as well 
as the long-range missile attacks by newer in- 
terceptors. We must also be able to fight in the 
enemy’s air defense system, where, historicallv, 
we have had to face a a a  and s a m s in addition 
to hostile aircraft. Therefore, we must devise 
tactics and formations that can defeat all three 
categories of threats simultaneously.

The basic u s a f  fighting unit is an element of 
two fighters. The leader is the primarv shooter, 
and the wingman tries to keep both aircraft 
from being shot down from behind while the 
leader is attacking. Since fighters are made of 
very opaque material, visibility directly behind 
and below the aircraft (six o clock position) is 
poor, and the two aircraft must be separated 
laterally so each can see behind the other. Two 
elements are combined into a flight of four for 
missions into enemy territorv. The four aircraft 
are spread both horizontallv and verticallv so 
that each element can clear the vulnerable area 
behind the other and be in a position to sup-



Figure 1. The "fluid fou r or "toetirai patrol" formation enables defense against hoth gun 
and missile attack Corning from any quadrant. As the aircreu• cannot see the hatched urra 
hehind its aircraft, the fou r  aircraft are spread horizontally and vertically so tliat each  
element can clear the vulnerable area hehind the others and be in position to support i f  
attacked. Aircraft 3 and 4 nuiy fly 1000 fe e t  loic to 3000 feet high on aircraft number 1.

port the other if attacked. (Figure 1) This for
mation, known as "fluid four” or “tactical pa
trol,” can defend against both gun and missile 
attacks, since the aircraft on opposite sides of 
the formation can see each other s vulnerable 
areas. In an actual fight, the flight would split 
up into two mutually supporting elements. 
Splitting an element, so that each aircraft is by 
itself, is not recommended except in special 
instances, since a single aircraft is extremely 
vulnerable to m i c ’ s  and s a .m ’s . Because of the 
necessity for mutual support against m ic ’s and 
sa m s , a flight of four is the smallest unit nor- 
mally used in an area where these threats are 
likely,

a f m 2-1 lists the types of counterair inis- 
sions:11

(1) Counterair strikes. The most effective way 
to destroy enemy air power is to hit it on the 
ground. Therefore, strikes on enemv airfíelds 
and related facilities should receive first prior-

ity. s a m sites and other defenses, such as g c i  

and command and control svstems, should also 
be attacked early in the conflict. Surprise is 
parainount in an attack of this sort to keep the 
enemy fighters from getting airborne. Concen- 
trated attacks on the defenses as well as on 
offensive aircraft bases can have a tremendous 
impact on future operations. Follow-on action 
will be much easier if enemy air offensive capa- 
bility is wiped out and hLs defenses weakened. 
Large losses can be expected if enemy defenses 
reniain intact.

(2) Fighter sweeps. If the enemy cannot be 
knocked out on the ground, fighter sweeps can 
l>e used to seek out and destroy his aircraft in 
the air. This tactic can be inefficient and yield 
nothing if the enemy does not want to fight and 
uses his g c i  to keep his aircraft awav from our 
sweeps. When the enemy takes advantage of 
sanctuaries and political restraints, however, 
fighter sweeps may be the best wav to destroy
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To counter surface-to^ir missile*, first m ed  by  North Vietnom ,n 1965. 
the Wild Wecisel concept tvas bom : two-seat fighter aircraft icere con- 
hf-ured to accommodate electronic target-seeking eqm pm ent and ar,l elec- 
t Z i c  warfare officer. Here F-10SF Wild WeaseU ready fo r  take-off.

enemy aircraft. The most famous fighter sweep 
of recent times was one eonducted by the 8th 
Taetical Fighter Wing in Thailand on 2 Janu- 
ary 1967. Seven MIG-21s were destroyed with- 
out anv u s a f  losses in this well-planned opera- 
tion, which took maximum advantage of surprise.
(3) Sereen. A screen is one or more flights of 

fighters patrolling the airspace between the 
threat and an aircraft or area being defended. 
The fighters are to keep enemv aircraft from 
interfering with friendly operations. Screens are 
used when operating on the peripherv of hos- 
tile territory where the enemy must flv through 
the area of the screen to get to the defended 
area or aircraft.

(4) Combat Air Patrol (c a p). c a p’s are em- 
ployed to protect a certain area or friendly air
craft in an area. Fighters patrol the airspace

(which can be either friendly or hostile) and try 
to keep enemy aircraft out of it. c a p differs 
from screening in that screens are imposed 
anywhere between the threat and the area or 
force being defended, whereas combat air pa- 
trols are positioned over or near the area or 
force being protected.
(5) Air escort. Fighters escort other aircraft by 

flying with them on their mission. Escort must 
stay close to intercept anv type of attack and 
insure that the mission is completed without 
interference. The escorts, which are configured 
and ready for an air-to-air engagement. usuallv 
engage the enemy fighters and let the aircraft 
that are less able to defend themselves continue 
on their mission. Escorts must be careful not to 
be lured awav from their charges bv decovs or 
false attacks prior to the main attack. A sweep
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mav occasionallv be combined with eseorts to 
run down and destroy eneniies acting as decoys 
or feinting attacks. The enemy can be consid- 
ered successful if he gets through the eseorts 
and forces the strike aircraft to jettison their 
bombs short of the target or keeps other kinds 
of aircraft from performing their mission. 
Friendlv cci can be a big help on an escort 
mission by waming our aircraft of the approach 
of enemy fighters. Eseorts such as WiJd Weasels 
can also be used to engage ground defenses that 
are threatening strike aircraft.
(6) Air intercept mission. Fighters or intercep- 

tors can be put on air or ground alert to defend 
against attacks by enemy aircraft. g c i is almost 
essential for the success of this mission.

T h e  w a b over North Vietnam has not had the 
air-to-air combat that occurred in Korea. The 
u sa f  is credited with 109 kills in Vietnam (as of 
29 August 1972) compared with 900 in Korea. 
Even though the enemy has not used his 
fighters as much as he could, he still maintains
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T HE SPEED and ease of Fidel Castros 
march to power in Cuba startled almost 
all of the world community. Even the 

Soviet Union, which inherited a windfall revo- 
lution there, must have been surprised that an 
almost unknown nation. in an area coneeded to 
be within the influence of the United States, 
could so swiftly upset the established order and 
become a Marxist allv.

In the United States and in much of Latin 
America, the trauma of the Cuban conversion 
triggered deep concem that the Soviet Union 
would follow up Castro’s initiative with waves 
of revolutionarv activity throughout the hemi- 
sphere. Indeecl the Cuban Communists began 
almost at once to prepare for such operations. 
After a dozen years, though, it has become ob- 
vious that despite awakened Soviet interest in 
the region the massive Soviet support that was 
expected bv many Westemers has not material- 
ized. In fact, soon after the revolution an 
ill-concealed rift developed between Havana 
and Moscow over the advisabilitv of exporting 
violent revolution to Latin America, the Krem
lin contending that Guevarian insurgency 
amounted to riskv and hopeless “adventurism.” 

Although Castro has been more or less re- 
strained by financial realities and by the success 
of the counterinsurgency effort, it is not safe to 
say that Soviet policies in Latin .America are 
benign. On the contrary, evidence suggests that 
the Soviet Union now believes more firmly than 
ever that its legalistic policies in Latin America 
are correctly suited to the conditions there and 
are more likelv to achieve Soviet objectives 
than a multitude of violent insurgencies. There 
is a growing but cautious Soviet interest and 
optimism about the potential of Latin America 
as a pawn in the global power struggle. It is 
therefore criticai that the Soviet strategy, along 
with the historical baekground and positive and 
negative considerations that shape it, be accu- 
rately recognized and understood.

the past

Although conditions that normally excite 
Communist interest were present in Latin 
.America at the time of the Russian revolution, 
Latin America remained a backwater of Krem
lin policy until the 1960s. Such ingredients as 
povertv, a landed oligarchv, and a growing 
working class were present, as was an 
influential and active group of intellectuals, but 
the Bolsheviks showed little interest.1 The 
Kremlin apparently regarded the Latin Ameri
can nations as, in essence, U.S. colonies and 
because of the hopelessness of the situation 
gave Latin American Communist parties little 
support. Not discouraged, small Communist 
parties sprouted in nearlv everv Latin Ameri
can country in the 1920s. Although they obe- 
diently offered their Services to the Comintern, 
neither they nor their home region seemed of 
anv great consequence to the Soviet Union, so 
thev were not taken verv seriously. Until the 
late 1930s these parties faithfully followed the 
approved hard-line policy in which cooperation 
with other leftist organizations was prohibited 
and revolutionarv activities were encouraged. 
Needless to sav, official Latin American rela- 
tions with the government of the U.S.S.R. were 
cool at best during this time.2 Tlien, as the 
specter of fascism was forming in Europe be- 
fore World War II, the partv line changed to 
encourage Communists to join other leftist 
groups in a united front against the reactionarv 
foe. Open participation in revolutionarv activi
ties was forsaken, and in the wave of goodwill 
that followed, thirteen Latin American nations 
established diplomatic relations with Moscow.3

Following World War II, however, the be- 
ginning of the cold war served to chili relations 
once again. Between 1947 and 1952 five Latin 
American nations ended their diplomatic ties 
with the Soviet Union as their leaders allied 
themselves with the West in the emerging bi-
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polar world. Although the Communist parties 
did not return completely to their pre-World 
VVar II radicalism, they rejuvenated their stri- 
dent attitude toward “U.S. imperialism” and 
toward the existing economic and social order 
in Latin America. In reaction to the internai 
threat and the growing international competi- 
tion, the governments adopted counterrneasures 
largely keyed toward the proscription of legal 
Communist party activities. Thus, the situation 
remained one of official and unofficial mutual 
hostility until after the Cuban revolution.

The long-standing Soviet indifference toward 
Latin .America had two significant conse- 
quences. First, the Communist parties in the 
region suffered serious damage to their own 
credibility and effectiveness.4 Because it was 
obvious to most Latin Americans that the 
Communists were reacting to policy directives 
imrelated to the Latin American situation, the 
Marxists became highly suspect—frequently 
ludicrous—in the eves of their fellow citizens.

J

Second, the leaders of the Soviet Union re
mained grossly uninformed about Latin Amer
ica and therefore ill-equipped to make intelli- 
gent decisions about it. Their policies, which 
were at the same time transparent, contemp- 
tuous, and ineffective, showed their ignorance.

conditions encouraging to the Kremlin

In recent years several conditions have contrib- 
uted to a new Soviet interest in Latin America 
and a much more perceptive attitude about the 
area. In the fírst place, the global nuclear 
standoff and the immovable Unes of demarca- 
tion in Europe have resulted in a shift of Soviet 
activity to the Third World. In Latin America, 
the Soviet Union has come to see an area of 
vital economic interest to the U.S., a long- 
neglected soft and strategic underbelly in the 
Caribbean, and a criticai logistics bottleneck at 
the Panama Canal. Since the stakes of interna
tional superpower competition cannot now be 
fought over directly, these indirect targets have 
become crucially important.

But it is doubtful that the Soviets would have 
raised much dust in Latin America had it not 
been for the Cuban experience. Realizing as a 
result of their surprise there that they were in 
no position to predict or influence events in 
Latin America, the Kremlin leaders ordered a 
new Latin America program aimed at getting 
smarter about the area and at the same time 
demonstrating to the Latin Americans that the 
Soviet Union was not indifferent to their prol> 
lems and importance. In 1962 the Ministry of 
Foreign Affairs opened for the fírst time a 
full-time Latin American department. The 
same year the Soviet Academy of Science orga- 
nized a Latin American Institute to study the 
region and train cadres for official duties there.5

A surge of anti-Americanism in Latin Amer
ica in recent years also fits well into Soviet 
plans. There is, of course, a long historv of sen- 
timent against the giant from the north. Most 
Latin American politicians have traditionally 
made anti-Yankeeism a regular part of their 
rhetoric. But politicians in power have gener- 
ally been more cordial to the U.S., recognizing 
the economic and strategic advantages of 
friendly relations. Since the late 1960s, howev- 
er, evidence has been growing that many Latin 
American leaders are willing to pull the feath- 
ers of the American eagle as well as shout at it. 
.An example of the mouse-and-lion dramas 
being enacted with increasing frequency in the 
area is the difficulties attendant on the claim of 
several Latin American governments to a 
200-mile territorial waters limit. .Another exam
ple is the expropriation without compensation 
of the U.S.-owned International Petroleum 
Company from Peru in 1968. This action, taken 
by an ardently nationalistic militarv govern- 
ment, was a precursor to a strong campaign in 
Peru against anv vestige of domination by the 
U.S.6

The election of Marxist Salvador Allende to 
the presidency of Chile resulted in yet another 
determinedly independent and frequently antag- 
onistic government. Indeed, the practice of 
demonstrating national autonomv may have
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become de rigueur in Latin America. The edi- 
tors of a recent collection of articles on Soviet 
relations with Latin America suggest that es- 
tablishing diplomatic and trade relations with 
the Soviet Union is now a status svmbol in 
Latin America, much as the building of a Rus- 
sian Steel mill used to be in other parts of the 
Third World.7 It confirais for evervone that the 
national destinv is controlled intemally, not 
extemally, and that even certain risks will be 
accepted to estabUsh that fact.

Another condition that has encouraged the 
Soviet Union to reconsider Latin America is the 
readjustment of U.S. interests from a global 
scope to more limited areas. The Vietnam 
conflict demanded the focus of U.S. attention as 
the 1960s unfolded. Then internai pressures of 
domestic problems arose to compete for atten
tion. Under the circumstances it was natural 
that President Nixon should undertake the reas- 
sessment of our intemational strategy. Gover- 
nor Nelson Rockefelleris fact-íinding trip in 
Latin America in 1969 produced a landmark 
report to the President in which he urged that 
the U.S. adopt a less active attitude toward the 
internai affairs of Latin American governments. 
His report accurately reflected the new tenor 
of U.S. foreign policy as well as the basic reali- 
ties of a changed and changing hemisphere.

Still another impetus for the Soviet Union 
has been the initial stirrings of Communist 
Chinese activity in Latin .America. Although 
official Chinese interest has been modest and 
not widely received thus far, it carries with it 
the threat to the Soviet Union of competition 
for Communist leadership in vet another area 
of the world. Bv virtue of their support for the 
Castro-stvle revolutionarv activity, the Chinese 
inherited an antagonist’s role in the conflict 
between the peaceful and violent factions of 
the Communist movement. Having little choice, 
the Soviets have accepted the challenge.

problems for the Kremlin

Although conditions in recent vears have en-

ticed and compelled the Russians to give more 
attention to Latin America, their options are 
obviouslv not unrestricted. In order to under- 
stand the nature of Soviet policy in Latin Amer
ica today, it is also important to understand 
the restraining influences that affect it.

The most obvious of these is the ubiquitous 
and powerful presence of the United States. 
Despite the trend toward more independence 
from the U.S., the penetration of Latin Amer
ica by the North Americans is still consider- 
able. Over the years U.S. businessmen have 
invested heavily in Latin America. This invest- 
ment has generallv been to the mutual benefit 
of the participants, although many Latin Amer
icans would argue that the balance of earnings 
has been heavily in favor of the U.S. investors. 
The primary consumer of Latin American 
products, such as coffee, bananas, copper, and 
tin, is and will probably continue to be the 
United States. The U.S. has extended loans and 
grants to its Southern neighbors over a long 
period of time, this activity reaching especially 
great heights in the early, hopeful davs of the 
Alliance for Progress. Additionally, the Latin 
.American armed forces are generallv equipped 
with U.S. hardware (although there is a trend 
toward Europe in this regard) and trained un
der the guidance of U.S. advisers. Even cultur- 
ally the penetration of Latin America by the 
U.S. has been long and deep. So the sum of 
U.S. hegemony in this hemisphere is a formid- 
able obstacle to Soviet penetration, for al
though U.S. influente may be weakening, by 
comparison with that of any other nation, in- 
cluding the U.S.S.R., it is awesome.

Another restraint for the Soviet Union (as for 
the U.S.) is its preoccupation with other mat- 
ters. Although the Kremlin is becoming more 
active in Latin America, it still must reckon 
with intemational problems having a higher 
prioritv. The maintenance of its own hege- 
mony, especially in East Europe, is one such 
concern. So important is this consideration that 
the Soviet leaders are probably unwilling to 
pose too great an overt threat to the U.S. in the



western hemisphere lest their own backyard 
become contested. Moreover, the problems of 
the Middle East and China demand more study 
and attention than does Latin America. In fact, 
in the Third World it is generally agreed that 
both Asia and África continue to occupy higher 
priorities for the U.S.S.R., partly because of 
their geographic proximity and partly because 
thev offer more promise of success.8 It seems 
certain, generallv speaking, that Soviet leaders 
are unwilling to risk a direct confrontation with 
the U.S. over Latin America. Their experience 
in the Cuban missile crisLs no doubt reinforced 
this reluctance.

The Latin Americans themselves limit Soviet 
options to a certain degree. The previously 
mentioned expressions of independence vis-à- 
vis the U.S. do not necessarily mean increasing 
alliance with the principal U.S. opponents. By 
and large, the Latin Americans are as wary of 
potential Communist imperialism as of domina- 
tion by the U.S. They recall the bewildering 
dancing of the local Communist parties to Rus- 
sian tunes. Consequentlv, while there is court- 
ship on an official scale, the Latin Americans 
are eager to ensure that the Kremlin understands 
the levei of acceptable interaction. There are, 
in addition, powerful anti-Communist forces in 
Latin America, primarily the Catholic Church 
and the military, which must be taken into ac- 
count. A long-standing cultural and economic 
tradition of anti-Cominunism also tends to damp- 
en the Soviet effort. Thus, it is obvious the 
Soviets have both official and unofficial hurdles 
to overcome in dealing with Latin America.

There is yet another restraint. Cuba, al- 
though a source of stimulation for the Soviet 
Union, has also brought a measure of miserv to 
the Kremlin. Forced to accept the Cubans as 
Marxist brethren and unable to allow Castro to 
fail, the U.S.S.R. found itself with both a 
financial burden and a political embarrassment. 
Most estimates put the Soviet subsidv of Cuba 
at one million dollars a day, with only marginal 
prospects for improvement. At the same time, 
Castro has not always been the politically sub-
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servient comrade the Soviet Union would like 
him to be—indeed believes him obligated to 
be—ideologieallv and financiallv. While the 
Soviet leadership has been preaching the cor- 
rectness of the peaceful revolution and ap- 
proaching Latin American govemments with 
an olive branch, Castro has been exhorting left- 
ists throughout the area to initiate and pursue 
a course of violent insurgency. For the weary 
deeision-makers in Moscow, the attractions of 
added Communist govemments in Latin Amer
ica are at least partially offset by the burden- 
some experience in Cuba.9 While they seek 
sympathetic and cooperative govemments in 
the region, they may secretly fear additional 
liabilities.

Thas, it can be seen that the temptations of 
Latin America are balanced to some extent by 
certain impediments. From the weighing and 
balancing of these positive and negative factors, 
the Soviet leaders have devised their strategy, 
to which we shall now tmn.

Soviet policy in Latin America

Soviet policy in Latin America can only be 
understood in the light of its relationship to the 
United States. Its primarv goal is to weaken 
U.S. influence in Latin America and to sever 
the labvrinth of interconnecting ties between 
tlie Yankee and his neighbors; at present it is 
not designed primarily to establish Communist 
govemments in Latin America. In fact, the 
govemments of Latin America are not the ob- 
jects of Soviet interest; they are onlv a means 
to an end: the increasing isolation of the United 
States from its allies, their resources and their 
markets.10

Based on the imperatives previously dis- 
cussed in this article, it should be obvious that 
Soviet policy cannot involve unresti^uned overt 
subversion and in fact does not do so. It is basi- 
eally legal, being founded on modes of inter- 
course accepted among nations of the inter- 
national svstem. The Soviet Union could be 
engaging in some covert illegal activities, but
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there is comparatively little of the provocative 
incitement of previous policies. As will be 
pointed out later, the Soviet Union mav even 
be attempting to plav a moderating role with 
leftist extremists, so important is the image of 
legalism.

What is more, Soviet policy is extremely 
pragmatic and not tied necessarily to the ideo- 
logical tenets of its own political religion. Be- 
cause the goal is anti-Americanism, Soviet lead- 
ers are willing to be flexible about evervthing 
else. Even military govemments, once anath- 
ema for Soviet foreign policy, are accept- 
able if they pursue a more independent path. 
The case of Peru is instructive in this regard. 
The coup in October 1968, which placed the 
current regime in power, originallv met with 
such tvpical Communist contempt as calling it 
an American-inspired plot carried out by Peru- 
vian “gorillas” (the name usuallv given to Latin 
American military men).11 After the expropria- 
tion of the International Petroleum Companv, 
however, the time began to change, so that in 
1972 a Communist writer could make the re- 
markable charge that the Americans were en- 
gaged in perpetuating “the traditional distrust 
of the military” in Peru.12

Soviet pragmatism also extends to another 
old antagonist, the Church. As elements of the 
Church have become more radical and as the 
Church has modified its traditional anti- 
Communist position, the Soviet Union has 
sought a limited accommodation with the Holy 
See. This new situation has been reflected in a 
more conciliatory approach to the Church in 
Latin America13 The same impact holds true in 
Soviet opinions of Church-related political par- 
ties, primarily the Christian Deinocrats, which 
are loci of growing power in several countries.

As one might expect, a legal and pragmatic 
approach, while it scores points in the host na- 
tions. is likely to play havoc with the ideologi- 
cal commitment of the national Communist 
movement. In fact, the Communist parties have 
been forsaken where it has been advantageous 
to do so, with very little more than a nod to

the holy purity of Marxism-Leninism. They 
have been instructed to support “national de- 
mocracies and abandon subversive insurgen- 
cies. In fact, the Soviet Union, once the most 
active of the fomenters of revolution, is now 
exerting a moderating pressure on local Com
munist parties, eager to avoid the accusation 
that the Soviet approach is two-faced and dan- 
gerous.H The Kremlin is even willing to con- 
duct normal diplomatic relations with countries 
that have outlawed the activities of local 
Communist parties (Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, 
Costa Rica, Ecuador).

The conflict of policy with ideology is also 
evident in Soviet support for economic devei - 
opment before  the triumph of Communism. 
Perhaps influenced by their experience in 
Cuba, the Soviet leaders have gone so far as to 
suggest that the present capitalist-oriented Sys
tems might be effective in the development 
process if, of eourse, the Latin Americans could 
run their own affairs and accept the assistance 
of the Soviet Union.15

The paradoxes of policy and ideology in 
Latin America have created some severe head- 
aches for Soviet propagandists and theoreti- 
cians. Less troublesome has been the develop
ment of the tactics with which to implement 
the policy. There are three successful tools in 
use (in addition to the local Communist 
party)—diplomatic relations, trade, and cultural 
exchanges—and each deserves some comment.

In 1960 only three Latin American govern- 
ments had diplomatic relations with the Soviet 
Union (Argentina, México, and Uruguay). To
day there are twelve, and six of these have 
been initiated since 1968. The Soviet diplo
matic missions to Latin America are also in- 
creasing in skillfulness. Members of the mission 
frequently speak Spanish or Portuguese, and 
they are personable, friendly, and unassuming. 
They studiously avoid political harangues. In 
all, the image the Soviet diplomats seek is one 
of innocence and genuine concern (although 
there is evidence that Soviet espionage has 
matched the expanded diplomatic presence16).
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Advances have heen made in trade as weU. 
The Soviets offer very attractive terms to their 
trading partners, including low interest rates 
and large credits. As one might guess, Soviet 
successes have primarily been with nations that 
have heen most active in attacking the interests 
of U.S. businesses.17 This is entirely in line with 
the Soviet policy that economic intercourse 
with the Third World is supposed to support 
speeific politicaJ goals. The total trade value in 
1972 is expected to be $2(X) million, which is 
twice that of 1971. Outstanding credits ex- 
tended by the Soviet Union have doubled in 
the last two years and should go over the $1 
billion mark in 1972. In addition, the people 
being sent out to wheel and deal in Latin Amer
ica are following the example of the Soviet 
diplomais in improving their skiils and there- 
fore the marketability of their produets. Al- 
though Soviet-Latin American trade is small as 
yet, it is rapidlv becoming an alternative to 
what has imtil now been virtually a one-market 
world for the Latin Americans.

Culturally there has also been an expansion 
of interest and activity. The program ineludes 
scientific as well as artistic displays, concerts, 
sporting events, and radio broadcasts emanat- 
ing from the Soviet Union.18 Students from 
Latin America have been going to the Soviet 
Union in increasing numbers, up from 144 in 
1960 to over 1000 in 1968. There has also been 
an inerease in the number of Soviet publica- 
tions dealing with Latin America. An especially 
effective Soviet tactic in publishing has been to 
print suitable books written by Latin .Ameri
cans; the works selected are flattering to Com- 
munism and the Soviet Union, but they avoid 
the stigma of being foreign propaganda. Still, 
the overall cultural program has not been ex- 
tremely successful. There are simply too many 
cultural differences between the two societies 
to enable significant rewards soon.

an assessment

What is the result of the policy of legaiism and

pragmatism? By and large, it has resulted in a 
receptiveness among the Latin Americans that 
did not exist while the U.S.S.R. was openly 
pressing for revolution. It is too early to con- 
ciude that it will succeed in its goal of damag- 
ing U.S. interest, but it surely has more poten- 
tial for such success than the previous policy of 
incognizance and belligerence. It is perhaps 
more dangerous for the U.S. because of its vir
ginal purity and apparent harmlessness. While 
it is relatively easy to identify an insurgency 
and organize the will and forces to combat it, 
the legal approach is much more difficult to 
deal with effectively. The real success for the 
Kremlin’s policy so far has been that it has 
opened doors that the threat and visibility of 
subversion had previously kept tightly closed.

Not all of Moscow’s efforts have been suc
cessful, it should be pointed out. Having diplo- 
matic relations does not necessarily mean the 
participants live together happily. .As recently 
as 1971 the Mexican govemment threw out five 
Soviet diplomats when the Mexicans uncovered 
Soviet support of guerrilla training for Mexican 
dissidents. The same month the new Soviet 
ambassador to Ecuador got in hot water over 
some ill-considered remarks about Ecuadors 
200-mile territorial water claim, a question on 
which the Soviet Union is strangely allied with 
the U.S. Three Soviet embassy officials in Quito 
were expelled for meddling in domestic labor 
problems. There are hitches in the trade field, 
too. Soviet equipment has frequently been of 
poor quality, and spare parts deÜveries have 
not always been timely.19 Still, there is an ob- 
vious effort on the part of the Soviet Union to 
avoid this kind of unfavorable exposure, and it 
does not seem to have reversed the fortunes of 
the Kremlin in the region.

the future

The brief forecast is for more of the same but 
in greater amounts. Having suffered no 
significant reverses, the Soviet leaders must be 
cautiously optimistic about their Latin Ameri-
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can policy. The area probably will never re- 
place Asia or África on the Soviet list of priori- 
ties, but it may elose the gap. Eventually, if the 
united front/nationalistic democracy/peaceful 
revolution approach pays off, one eould expeet 
to see more open support of local Communist 
parties, which will undoubtedly attempt to 
penetrate and dominate legitimate progressive 
governments. No doubt Castro will feel increas- 
ing pressure both from Latin America and from 
the Kremlin to support this position, and it 
seems obvious that, to whatever extent he em- 
braces the idea, Cuba will beconie more deeply 
involved in the Latin American equation.

Still, in spite of their attempt to generate a
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IN November 1969, President Nixon and Prime 
Minister Sato of Japan announced in a joint 
communiqué the intentions of both the U.S. 
and the Japanese govemments to “iinmediately 

enter into consultations regarding specific ar- 
rangements for accomplishing the early rever- 
sion of Okinawa without detriment to the secu- 
ritv of the Far East including Japan.” These 
words initiated a process of adininistrative 
change that led to Okinawas becoming a pre- 
feeture of Japan on 15 May 1972.

The reversion of Okinawa, or, more gener- 
ally, the Rvukyu Islands, involved many 
changes. These included fundamental changes 
in the political administration of the islands, 
the status of U.S. militarv forces on Okinawa, 
and major aspects of the economic system. Also 
involved were other changes in such prosaic 
but important dailv activities as driving on the 
left side of the road, the language of the road 
signs, and the currency used throughout the is
lands.

Okinawa, which has been cal led a keystone 
of the western Pacific, was placed under the 
administrative control of the United States late 
in World War II. From the end of fighting un- 
til 1950, Okinawa had the status of occupied 
territory. In 1950 a U.S. Civil Administration, 
Ryukvus, was established, and two years later 
an indigenous govemment of the Ryukvu Is
lands. However, overall administrative authori- 
ty, granted to the U.S. by Article 3 of the 1951 
Treaty of Peace with Japan, remained with the 
U.S. Civil Administration, headed by a High 
Commissioner of the Ryukyus. That position 
was filled by a military officer appointed by the 
Secretary of Defease.

Because of its strategic location and the con- 
tinued U.S. involvement in the Far East since 
the war, Okinawa became a major U.S. military 
stronghold. With the large concentration of 
U.S. Army and Marine forces and the major Air 
Force and Navy establishments at Kadena and 
Naha Air Bases, Okinawa has been densely 
populated with military forces. On an island 
short of arable land, with a civil population of

one million, this dense military concentration 
led to some difficult administrative problems.

Solutions to these problems were the product 
of the close working relationship between the 
U.S. Civil Administration and the local island 
government. This government, organized into 
legislative, executive, and judicial branches, 
slowly grew in importance and authority until, 
in 1968, provisions were made to allow the 
Ryukyuan Chief Executive to lie elected by 
popular vote.

This popular election was a milestone in the 
evolving U.S. decision to return Okinawa to 
Japan. The seeds for this decision had been pres- 
ent since the end of the war, and as Japan 
developed into our strongest Far Eastern eco
nomic and political ally, the actual reversion 
carne closer to realitv. To support the new di- 
rection of our foreign policy in the Far East as 
summarized in the Nixon Doctrine, a close 
long-term U.S. relationship with Japan became 
crucial to our efforts to help other Asian na- 
tions develop in peace. Thus Japan’s long- 
sought reversion of Okinawa assumed great 
political importance by the late sixties.

planning fo r  change

By establishing that Okinawa would be re- 
turned to the jurisdiction of Japan, the 
Nixon-Sato communiqué launched a long and 
complex process of preparation. The great 
changes could not have been accomplished 
without thoughtful planning, detailed research, 
and considerable negotiation. The planning had 
to address political considerations, efficient 
administrative changeover, and—of great im
portance to the U.S.—the operational flexibility 
of its Far Eastern military forces. In the plan
ning process U.S. political and military leaders 
faced many major issues: How could the politi
cal decision be translated into reality, particu- 
larly from a military viewpoint? Who would 
establish the priorities and timing to insure 
meeting the projected reversion date in 1972? 
Who would develop the positions, from a mili-
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tary viewpoint, to be used in negotiations? 
What military issues would require negotiation, 
and how would these negotiations be 
accomplished?

The organization of committees and groups 
formed to answer these questions and begin 
planning was complex and multilayered. These 
agencies combined the political and military 
expertise necessary to tackle the broad task of 
transferring administration of Okinawa from 
one country to another.

The Consultative Committee, comprised of 
the U.S. Ambassador to Japan and the Japanese 
Foreign Minister, established broad guidance 
and set up the basic government-to-government 
negotiating machinery. Other groups began 
developing specific issues and U.S. positions 
that would be required in later negotiations 
with the Japanese government. On Okinawa, 
for example, the Preparatory Commission and 
the Reversion Coordination Group began local 
Okinawan preparations for reversion.

Of more direct concern to the military, how- 
ever, were the agencies that processed the mili
tary issues and recommended positions. The 
on-scene military agent for the Department of 
Defense and Joint Chiefs of Staff was the U.S. 
Military Representative to the Okinawa Nego
tiating Team, which acted as the negotiating 
focal point and planning monitor for military 
affairs. Also working in support of the U.S. 
negotiating team was the Status of Forces 
Agreement (s o f a ) Task Group. This body was 
created to conduct working-level discussions 
concerning the application of the U.S.-Japan 
s o f a  to U.S. forces on Okinawa after reversion. 
The U.S. membership on the Task Group in- 
cluded technical experts from U.S. Forces Ja
pan, U.S. component Services in Japan, and the 
High Commissioner. The first two agencies also 
provided support to the Military Representa
tive concerning direct military issues, such as 
the local defense of Okinawa and the postrever- 
sion interface of U.S. and Japanese military 
forces on Okinawa. Fifth Air Force, as the u s a f  
headquarters in Japan, represented the Air

Japanese Ambassador Jiro Takase presents a Japanese 
flag to Lieutenant General ]. B. Lampert, the last 
High Commissioner o f  the Ryukyu Islands, 7 May 1972.

A USAF master sergeant at Naha Air 
Base explains distribution system 
to a m em ber o f  the adcance team pre- 
paring fo r  the 15 May take-over.



Stotus boanls in lhe Air D efense Contwl Center, Naha Air Base, depict the complete tierial 
xituatíon atoutul the Rt/ukt/ti Islands, recenthj taken over htj Japtm S elf Defense Forces.
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.4 V.S. Air Force maintenance num makes 
prefHght inspection o f  an F~i Phantom  
o f  the IHth Tactical Fighter Wing ut 
Kadena Air Base. . . . A C-141 Staríifter 
o f  the Military Airlift Command de li ve rs 
cargo to Kadena. a nuijor refueling point.

Force interest and developed detaiied positioas 
on such matters as Okinawa air defease and air 
traffie control. Other groups, principally sub- 
units of the organizations mentioned, provided 
technical expertise during the complex and 
detaiied negotiations and subsequent planning.

The detaiied negotiations by the U.S. rever- 
sion organization and its Japanese counterparts 
cuhninated in June 1971 with the widely publi- 
cized signing of the Okinawa Reversion Agree- 
ment. Also concluded in June were subsidiary 
agreements that concerned the military, such as 
the Arrangenient Concerning Assumption hy 
Japan o f  the Responsibility fo r  the Im m ediate 
D efense o f  Okinawa and working agreements 
concerning facilities, labor, telecommunica- 
tions, and air traffie control. These subsidiary 
agreements beeame the basis upon which the 
military continued to plan for implementation 
of reversion.

USAF planning

Two major planning areas were of particular 
interest to the u s a f  in Japan and Okinawa: sta- 
tus of forces application and air defense. Al- 
though all component Services were interested 
in these topies, I will concentrate on the u s a f  
role and interests.

Status o f  Forces Application. The four main 
topies addressed by the s o f a  Task Group were 
facilities, labor, telecommunieations frequen- 
cies, and air traffie control.

Of great importance to the U.S. military on 
Okinawa was the disposition of our facilities 
there. Article II of the s o f a  grants the U.S. use 
of those facilities and areas in Japan required 
by U.S. forces for the security of Japan and 
maintenance of international peace and secu
rity in the Far East. The problem was to iden- 
tify the facilities and areas on Okinawa that 
would be required by the U.S. after reversion. 
Furthermore, to retain U.S. military flexibility, 
it was imperative to deseribe aecurately the 
conditions of use for those areas. Then, arrange- 
ments had to be made to release to Japan any
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facilities and areas excess to U.S. neecLs. De- 
velopment of complete lists of facilities for 
retention and for release entailed a thorough 
screening of our requirements and considerable 
planning for proposed postreversion activities. 
These lists were developed by our component 
Services in Japan and the Reversion Coordina- 
tion Group on Okinawa and were incorporated 
into a Memorandum of Understanding concern- 
ing facilities, which was signed in June 1971.

Another important s o f a  issue was labor. In 
Japan, U.S. forces use a central indirect-hire 
arrangement to employ Japanese labor. By this 
arrangement the government of Japan acts as 
the legal employer and is reimbursed bv the 
U.S. This procedure is advantageous to the U.S. 
because the Japanese government acts as a 
buffer in dealings with powerful employee la
bor unions. By contrast, administration of the 
labor force on Okinawa had previously been by 
direct hire, and the U.S. as employer was faced 
with all the attendant problems of determining 
wages and conditions of employment as well as 
bargaining with the local labor unions. Agree- 
ment was reached to incorporate Okinawa la
bor into the Japan indirect-hire system; howev- 
er, transition to the new system posed sizable 
problems for both Okinawan and Japanese au- 
thorities.

The issue of telecommunications frequencies 
focused on obtaining guaranteed Japanese pro- 
tection for the U.S. military Communications 
network on Okinawa after reversion. The U.S. 
objeetive was to protect U.S. Communications 
facilities against physical and electromagnetic 
interference and to provide for frequencies 
required by existing and future U.S. military 
forces on Okinawa. The realization of this posi- 
tion required a vast amount of technical work, 
and the issue was satisfactorilv resolved.

Finally, of great military importance was the 
issue of air traffic control (a t c ). Prior to rever
sion the Okinawa a t c  system was administered 
and operated by the u s a f . After reversion the 
Japanese government, through the Japan Civil 
Aviation Bureau (j c a b ), assumed this responsi-

bility. Considerable negotiation and planning 
were required to carry out the transfer of air 
traffic control responsibility. Both U.S. and Jap
anese government representatives devoted 
careful study and planning to such matters as 
the lack of a t c  facilities that could be trans- 
ferred intact to the j c a b , the close proximity of 
the major Okinawa airfields, and the need for a 
single approach control in the high-density 
Okinawa terminal area. Both the U.S. and Ja
pan had as their prime objectives air safety 
within the Okinawa Flight Information Region 
and the smooth integration of both nations’ a t c  
requirements in order to provide maximum 
Hexibility and Service to all using parties.

Air Defense. The second major area of mili
tary interest concemed the defense of Okinawa. 
The Nixon-Sato communiqué provided that 
after reversion Japan would gradually assume 
the defense of Okinawa. The communiqué was 
amplified by the 29 June 1971 Arrangement 
Conceming Assumption by Japan o f  the Re- 
sponsibility for the Im m ediate D efense o f  Oki-
nawa. By this Arrangement Japan assumed the 
air, ground, and maritime defense of Okinawa. 
u sa f  interest centered on the orderly and 
effective transfer of the air defense mission to 
Japan. This transfer was important to both 
countries in terms of immediate defense and 
regional security. Within the climate of budget- 
ary restraint in both countries, careful plan
ning to provide maximum air defense capabil- 
ity at lowest cost was most important. Fifth Air 
Force was appointed by U.S. Forces Japan 
(u s f j ) as executive agent to develop implement- 
ing plans and provide for the beddown of air 
defense imits of the Japan Self Defense Force 
(j s d f ). A bilateral U.S. Forces-jSDF Air Defense 
Planning Group, chaired by Fifth Air Force, 
developed these detailed plans.

Okinawa reversion negotiations and planning 
took place over a period of more than a year. 
In the interim, U.S. military forces on Okinawa 
were looking toward reversion and adapting 
procedures to accommodate to the realities of 
postreversion requirements. An illustration of
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this aecommodation (a minor point in itselí but 
tvpical of a host of similar aetions) concemed 
the issuanpe of landing permits at Naha Air 
Base, one of the two major u s a f  bases on Oki- 
nawa. Naha became a Japanese eivil airport 
after reversion, with the j s d f  jointly using the 
airfield. In the prereversion period, however, 
Naha remained a u sa f  installation and thns was 
subject to u s a f  regulations governing the use of 
Air Force bases bv civil aircraft. Normally, civil 
aircraft are issued landing permits at u s a f  bases 
onlv for official business and subject to very re- 
strictive conditions. This tight control is neces- 
sarv to insure noninterference with the military 
mission. However, with Japan requiring in- 
creasingly greater air access to Okinawa to 
make plans for reversion, the u s a f  relaxed the 
restrictions on use of Naha Air Base. This was 
clearly in the interest of both countries for re
version preparation and further provided evi- 
dence of U.S. willingness and desire to achieve 
a smooth and harmonious administrative and 
military transition.

lessons o f  change

I have outlined some of the major aspects of 
change that carne about as a result of the rever
sion of Okinawa. From governmental adminis
trative change, to change in day-to-day military 
operations, to sueh everyday activities as 
change in currency and driving habits, the re
version of Okinawa to Japanese control had a 
significant impact on the u s a f  in Okinawa. 
Planning to cope with this change was a valu-

able experience for us because the major as- 
pects of reversion denianded that civil and 
military leaders identify and analyze reversion 
issues, anticipate future requirements, and then 
deveiop sound and effective plans. From the 
vantage point of my dual role as Conunander 
of u s f j  and Fifth Air Force, I was able to o!>- 
serve directly the many unique requirements in 
the preparation for reversion. Unilateral, joint, 
interdepartmental, and binational channels 
merged into a complicated médium in which to 
plan for implementation of the reversion deci- 
sion. Cooperation and dose coordination were 
needed at every levei of decision-making to 
insure that the best interests of the U.S. were 
preserved. Throughout the spectrum, from 
Fifth Air Force and u s f j  action officer to the 
embassy negotiator, the development and 
maintenance of harmonious working relation- 
ships were essential, to prevent misunder- 
standings and develop effective plans in a com- 
plex environment. The reversion preparations 
provided a rare opportunitv for the military 
Services to gain this valuable experience.

The changes imposed by Okinawa reversion 
provide an excellent study of how the military 
Services must gain and applv knowledge across 
a broad range of disciplines to do their job 
well. To meet the needs of U.S. foreign policy 
in the world, particularly in the Far East in the 
seventies and eighties, the military Services 
must continuously be alert to the need for 
adapting to change while retaining maximum 
flexibility and operational capability.

Hq Fifth Air Force
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FOR CENTURIES military commanders 
have recognized that weather can be de- 
cisive in determining the outcome of bat- 

tles, sometimes even wars. Frozen German sol- 
diers on the Russian front during World War II 
and drowned Spanish sailors after the defeat of 
the Spanish Armada in 1588 provide mute tes- 
timonials to the disastrous effects weather can 
have on military forces.

Weather is a constant threat to aerospace 
operations. Experienced aviators know that 
even sunny and cloudless skies can unleash vi- 
olent forms of clear air turbulence (c a t ) that 
are capable of destroying or severelv damaging 
an aircraft. Solar activitv produces “space 
weather” that can present both serious radia- 
tion hazards to astronauts orbiting in the exo- 
sphere and also disruption of high-frequency 
radio Communications on the earth’s surface.

This article explores weather as a factor 
affecting all aerospace operations and focuses 
on the criticai question: What can be done to 
minimize its effects on our aerospace systems of 
the future?

the "all-iceather" myth

To set the stage properly for a rational discus- 
sion of weather effects on aerospace vehicles, it 
is important to dispel first the “all-weather” 
myth. This myth is largely the result of a pro- 
cess that causes the literal meaning of a term 
such as “all weather” to bec-ome generally ac- 
cepted as unquestioned truth through frequent 
usage. For example, an “all-weather” aerospace 
system might logically be defined as a system 
that would be usable 24 hours a dav regardless 
of the prevailing weather; that is, under condi- 
tions of daylight or darkness, fair or adverse 
weather.

A major drawback to using this terminology 
occurs when we advocate the acquisition of 
all-weather military systems. Obviously we do 
not envision building aircraft strong enough to 
fly through tomados, at least not at a reason- 
able cost. LikewLse, less violent forms of

weather, such as hurricanes, typhoons, and sleet 
storms, are undoubtedly considered unsuitable 
environmental conditions for any convention- 
ally designed aerospace vehicle.

Since we do not generally think in terms of 
operating in severe weather, except under the 
most dire emergency conditions, why do many 
authoritative speakers and writers continue to 
use the term “all weather” so loosely as if it 
had real meaning?

I believe that references to “all-weather” 
aerospace systems are merely intended to con- 
note systems that can operate under certain 
"adverse-weather” conditions—but here again 
some semantic difficulties appear. The U.S. Air 
Force Glossary o f  Standardized Terms defines 
“adverse weather” as:

Weather in which military operations are gener
ally restricted or impeded.1

Attempts to define “adverse weather” more 
rigorously can be easily thwarted by counter 
definitions. For instance, zero-zero fog condi
tions might be an ideal environment for an at- 
tacking sapper force, whereas a clear, sunny 
day might be “adverse” for paradropping sup- 
plies to intelligence collection units operating 
behind enemy lines.

On the other hand, if “adverse weather" is 
defined in terms of specific systems or opera
tions, rather than in absolute terms, other 
difficulties are encountered. For example, the 
common “weather minimum” for airfield oper
ations has a standardized Air Force definition:

The worst weather conditions under which avia- 
tion operations may be conducted under either vi
sual or instrurnent flight rules. Usually prescribed 
by direetives and standing operating procedures in 
terms of minimum ceiling, visibility or specific 
hazards to flight.2

All aviators will readilv agree that “minimums” 
are not really fixed criteria but vary with loca- 
tíon, operating agency, and operational consid- 
erations.

The main point of this discussion is simply 
this: The term “all weather” is very misleading 
and should not be used with reference to mili-
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tary systems. Even though weather can ad- 
versely affect virtually any military operation, 
it would not be cost efFective (even if techni- 
cally feasible) to design truly «//-weather Sys
tems; and to continue to think, speak, or write 
in such terins only perpetuates the myth.

n o altitude limits o f  adverse weather

When one looks beyond the clouds into near 
space, it becomes readily apparent that physi- 
cal altitude limits cannot be set on adverse 
weather. In space there exists a diversity of 
environmental threats to a wide variety of 
aerospace mission functions. These higher alti
tude environmental threats might be loosely 
termed “space-weather” effects.

“Space weather” was first highlighted by 
commercial television commentators during the 
early U.S. orbital space flights when occasional 
ionospheric storms affected the high-frequency 
(h f ) radio communication used by military re- 
covery forces deployed worldwide. During a 
more recent moon exploration mission, Apollo 
XII, solar fiares created “weather” that tempo- 
rarily blacked out all communication with the 
astronaut crew on numerous occasions.

Air Force ballistic missile detection and 
warning systems are also affected by changes in 
the ionosphere. When a solar flare erupts, the 
flux of charged particles, X rays, and extreme 
ultraviolet and radio waves surges to leveis as 
much as a millionfold stronger than normal. 
These bursts of electromagnetic radiation cause 
almost instantaneous energy changes in the 
ionosphere. Physical particles also travei earth- 
ward from the sim and arrive from 15 minutes 
to 18 hours later; less-energetic solar winds 
take up to several days to reach the earth. 
These relatively late-arriving particles give rise 
to the aurora borealis and ionospheric storms, 
which can confuse and even temporarily dis- 
rupt some of our missile detection systems. In 
fact, inconstanc-y of the ionosphere is the prin
cipal environmental threat to over-the-horizon 
(o t h ) detection systems.

Solar activity not only affects the ionosphere 
but can also produce sudden changes in the 
density of the outermost leveis of the atmo- 
sphere. This can create serious problems in cer- 
tain military space operations where a satellite 
must be accurately positioned in a low-altitude 
orbit. Sudden density changes can cause the 
satellite to speed up or slow down unexpected- 
ly, thus placing it in the wrong orbital position. 
This space-weather effect can sometimes ne- 
gate the entire mission objective, especially if 
the satellite is not equipped with thrusters to 
enable correct repositioning.

Finally, as we look forward to an operational 
space transportation system (s t s ) with its ac- 
companying routine man-in-space operations, 
the exposure of astronauts, solar cells, optical 
materiais, and electronic components to 
fluctuating leveis of electromagnetic radiation 
and waves of dangerous energetic particles ar- 
riving from the sun represents space-weather 
hazards of potentially serious consequence that 
must be taken into consideration by aerospace 
planners.

It is clear that we should no longer declare 
some relatively low altitude to be the upper 
limit of weather phenomena, as we did before 
the space age. We must expand our conceptual 
thinking and planning to include the entire 
atmosphere out to the bleakness of near space.3

the central problem

Weather has been defined to extend from the 
surface of the earth outward into near space. 
Whenever anv of its various components reach 
magnitudes that hinder normal system opera
tion, we can say that adverse weather exists for 
that system, at that location, at that point in 
time.

Since adverse weather is an environmental 
condition that generally restricts or impedes a 
military operation, the military commander 
faces a choice of either succumbing to adverse 
weather or doing something about it. The cen
tral problem and thesis of this artide involve
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the second choice: What can be done about 
adverse weather?

Three general courses of action are open to 
aerospace decision-inakers, eaeh of which is 
alreadv being pursued to some degree.

First, the teehniques used to forecast weather 
might be refíned to the point where adverse 
weather will no longer be a surprise to a mili- 
tarv commander. Ideallv, if foreeasting can 
become so precise that adverse weather can be 
formally entered into the battlefield planning 
process, the commander should be able to take 
military advantage of it with a high degree of 
confidence.

A second course of action requires continued 
scientific investigation into methods for chang- 
ing or modifving the weather to eliminate 
undesirable adverse components such as thun- 
derstorms, hurricanes, fog, and the like. The 
utopian State to strive for would include the 
capability to change adverse weather to fair 
weather at will.

The third general course of action would 
place emphasis on designing future aerospace 
systems to operate more effectively within ad
verse weather. Following this course to its ideal 
end would provide systems totallv impervious 
to adverse weather.

improving weather foreeasting

Air Force mission statistics generated during 
World War II, in Korea, and lately in South- 
east Asia have shown that adverse-weather 
effects on tactical bombing are sizable and of 
major importance. Of greater interest is the 
fact that adverse-weather effects on tactical 
operations can he reduced by improving the 
quality of weather information and the capabil
ity of operators to use that information.

Because of the relatively recent requirement 
for space-weather foreeasting, little evidence 
exists to support a need for im provem ents in 
this area; what is really needed is virtually a 
brand-new capability. The principal defíciency 
in space-weather foreeasting concerns our lim-

ited ability to forecast solar events, especially 
those that evoke geophysical responses.

A number of scientific efforts are in progress 
to improve foreeasting:

• The s o l r a d  (solar radiation) satellites 
sponsored by the Department of Defense are 
gathering information on solar emissions. This 
activity is contributing to research aimed at 
developing better teehniques for predicting and 
assessing space-environment disturbances.

• The Air Force has implemented a f c r l - 
developed Computer programs for the Space 
Foreeasting System at the Air Weather Service 
(a w s ) Global Weather Center. The ultimate goal 
of this system is to predict bursts of radiation 
and energetic particles from the sun and the ef
fects of these bursts on the earth’s atmosphere.

• Joint Air Force-Atomic Energy Com- 
mission Vela nuclear testing surveillance satel
lites are providing, as a side benefit, valuable 
information to scientists on the nature of solar 
X rays, the solar wind, and other natural phe- 
nomena.

• Within the Department of Commerce, 
the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Admin- 
istration (n o a a ) administers several subelements 
that provide probably the most important con- 
tributions to atmospheric weather foreeasting:

a. The National Environmental Satelhte Ser
vice (n e s s ) Controls the Nimbus, it o s , e s s a , and 
a t s  satellites as follow-ons to the original and 
well-known National Aeronautics and Space 
Administration t ir o s  satellite. These satellites 
continuously monitor the earth’s environment 
(particularly cloud cover) to wam against im- 
pending environmental hazards such as hurri
canes, local storms, and other forms of severe 
weather. n e ss  provides U.S. satellite data to the 
U.S.S.R., in exchange for the Soviets’ Meteor 
series satellite data, to further enhance our glo
bal surveillance capability.

b. The National Weather Service (n w s) 
serves and is served by the aerospace programs. 
It receives data from the Air Force Air 
Weather Service, for example, and provides

Continued on pO%e 4H



N im bus, th e  W eath er Se n try

Photograplis taken and transmitted to earth by Nimbus satellites, like the 
one o f  cloud cover (helow), provide scientific data that enable more accurate routine 
weather forecasts as well as more timely waming o f  severe weather conditions. . . . 

A montage o f  14 photographs fright), taken by NASA's Nimbus II from 700 
miles high during several relatively cloudless days, shows the entire continental 

United Steites. The 912-pound satellite met the test ob/ective o f  two 
months’ continuous operation. . . . Florida has been outlined on 

a photo (right. Ixtlow) made by Nimbus from 400 miles, a comparatively low altitude.
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observations and forecasts in return, including 
specialized reports prepared at its National 
Hurricane Center, Miami, and the National Se- 
vere Storms Forecast Center, Kansas City.

c. The Environmental Data Service collects, 
processes, Stores, publishes, and disseminates 
environmental data gathered on a global scale. 
Of particular importance is the National Cli- 
matic Center (n c c ), which preserves meteoro- 
logical data received from the n w s , n e s s , a w s , 
Naval VVeather Service Command, and foreign 
meteorological Services.

• Air Force Systems Command is eur- 
rentlv developing an improved environmental 
data collection capability called the Airborne 
VVeather Reconnaissance System. A VVC-130 
aircraft is being outfitted with an improved 
hurricane weather reconnaissance radar plus 
better weather-sensing instruments to enhance 
the quality of storm-reconnaissance information 
used by both the military and n o a a .

In spite of these extensive scientific pro- 
grams, however, the basic problem of the real 
unpredictability of weather still remains. Can 
we afford to increase the number of our opera- 
tiona) weather-sensing stations, satellite obser- 
vatories, and so forth, to the point where we 
can predict the buildup of a single eumulonim- 
bus cloud over a specific target, at a specific 
time, over enemy territory? Of course not! 
However, research must continue into the 
physics of meteorology to improve increment 
by increment the scientific knowledge base that 
is needed, in turn, to support more accurate 
forecasting methods. On the other hand, we 
must not be so naive as to expect that intensive 
efforts in this direction will produce an infalli- 
ble weather forecasting technology within the 
foreseeable future.

changing the weather

Since it appears that meteorologists will always 
have difficulty even predicting the weather, 
what are the possibilities for changing it?

a f s c s  Cambridge Research Laboratories

have been conducting programs aimed at learn- 
ing how to modify the weather. The Air Force 
has been moderately successful in dissipating 
supercooled fog at Air Force bases in Alaska 
and Europe. These programs have proved con- 
clusively that supercooled fogs can be modified 
to allow aircraft to land in conditions that 
would otherwise be below minimums. In fact, a 
prototype Cold Fog Dissipation (c f d ) System, 
which can turn cold fog into snow by spraying 
it with a mist of colorless, ordorless liquid pro- 
pane, is now under Air Force contract for 
production and testing by late fali 1972.

Efforts at rainmaking through the seeding of 
cumulas clouds and experiments at taming hur- 
ricanes have been well publicized, but, for the 
near future, environmental modification efForts 
of operational significance will probably be lim- 
ited to

—dissipating supercooled fog (and possibly a 
few types of warm fog) for the purpose of 
opening up socked-in airfields to normal opera- 
tions;

—making small holes in thinly layered clouds 
to permit selected tactical air strikes (or recon
naissance rans) on obscured targets;

—altering individual cumulus clouds to cause 
precipitation, reduce their physical size, or 
cause them to grow into thunderstorms.

Each of these effects could be ased for a vari- 
ety of military purposes. For example, if torren- 
tial rains could be produced over a suitable 
battlefield, it might be possible to bog down 
enemy armor in a sea of mud, possibly even 
providing tactical air forces with a shooting- 
gallery situation.

Although weather modification has a great 
deal of theoretical potential, significant prog- 
ress will probably be hindered primarily bv the 
dangers inherent in the process itself. The 
complexity of large-scale weather phenomena 
prevents scientists from sufficiently understand- 
ing the possible long-term results of major 
weather modification such as climate control. 
There is a distinct danger that large-scale at- 
mospheric experiments could lead to irrevers-
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ible changes in the environment, such as melt- 
ing a portion of the ice cap, for exaniple, which 
might prove harinful to mankind.4

The prohlems inherent in even simple 
cloud-seeding operations appear to be not so 
much technical as social and politieal. Public 
outcries similar to those generated by our de- 
foliation operations in Southeast Asia might 
result from battlefíeld weather modification ac- 
tivities. This is simply because man would once 
again be altering the natural environment and 
hence might harmfully disrupt the ecological 
balance of nature. For example, if moisture is 
continuallv drained from most passing cloucLs in 
an attempt to maintain good visibility over a 
specified area, desert-like conditions might ulti- 
mately be created downwind. Although thLs 
may sound somewhat implausible, it is a sce- 
nario easilv created bv antimilitarv activists to 
bolster their position.

Thus, temporary small-scale weather modi- 
fications on the battlefíeld seem to provide 
worthwhile objectives to strive for. On the 
other hand, large-scale weather modification 
schemes are not likely to provide any near-term 
Solutions to the aerospace commander’s adverse- 
weather problems. They are simply too risky 
technically, legally, and morally at the present 
time to be seriously considered.

the need fo r  adcerse-weather-resistant systems

Perhaps this discussion has suggested an expla- 
nation of why many militarv planners still ad- 
vocate “all-weather” systems. Since meteorolo- 
gists have difficulty forecasting adverse weather 
and scientists cannot signifícantly modify it, it 
would seem reasonable for planners to call for 
aerospace weapon systems to operate within it. 
Before proceeding, however, let’s reflect for a 
moment on the question: Are adverse-weather- 
resistant systems really necessary?

A partial answer to this question can be de- 
rived from the lessons being learned in South
east Asia. For example, the North Vietnamese 
regularlv exploit the seasonal monsoon cloud

cover to step up their infiltration activities. As 
U.S. tactical interdiction capabilities developed 
over the past few years so as to produce an 
excellent day-strike capability, the enemy coun- 
tered these efforts by moving his supplies under 
cover of darkness and bad weather, thus forcing 
operations into adverse environmental condi
tions. This tactic has created problems for some 
of the most sophisticated weaponry we have. 
For example, guided or “smart” bombs having 
electro-optical, laser, or infrared (ir ) guidance 
systems are limited to use under visual condi
tions.5

The April 1972 offensive by North Vietnam 
was launched from the demilitarized zone 
(d mz ) under cover of adverse weather. This tac
tic precluded effective use of U.S. air power, 
which in tum contributed to the initial 20-mile 
retreat by defending South Vietnamese ground 
forces during the first few days of the battle. 
Thus, it seems obvious that we can use as much 
of a tactical adverse-weather capability as we 
can get.

In the area of space systems, can a ballistic 
missile be successfully launched upward 
through a thimderstorm if required? Would its 
warhead still operate if it encounters hail dur
ing the final stages of re-entry over a target 
area? Can our earlv-warning systems detect an 
enemy sea-launched ballistic missile (s l b m ) at- 
tack during periods of severe ionospheric dis- 
turbanee? Here again we can probably use as 
much strategic adverse-weather capability as we 
can get.

designing adverse-weather systems

It has been indicated that the United States 
really needs effective adverse-weather-resistant 
aerospace weapon systems—but strictly from a 
requirements viewpoint. If all future systems 
were designed to satisfy every documented 
adverse-weather specification, they would ob- 
viously be too expensive to build. The design 
engineer is thus faced with the very complex 
trade-off problems of weighing increased ad
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verse-weather performance capabilities of fu
ture systems against the increased costs they 
will impose.

Air Force Systems Command scientists are 
addressing the problem of determining the 
most cost-effective adverse-weather specifiea- 
tions in cooperation with staff meteorologists as- 
signed to a f s c  by the Air Weather Service. They 
are assisting program managers in analyzing en- 
vironmentaJ limitations of equipment whose ap- 
plicatioas are being studied and in establishing 
aerospace environmental design criteria and 
standards. Final specifications are determined 
for developed systems and prototypes through 
actual testing by a f sc : engineers in such facilities 
as the world’s largest climatic hangar at Eglin 
Air Force Base, Florida.

Additional progress in designing improved 
adverse-weather aerospace systems is being 
made in industry. For example, an extensive 
lightning research program has been initiated 
in connection with the B -l. Work is aimed at 
establishing low impedance paths within the 
new bomber to divert lightning away from crit
icai crew, weapons, and avionics areas.6

The problem with most of the work being 
done in this area, however, is that the “all- 
weather syndrome” has caused designers to 
push for maximum allowable adverse-weather 
specifications within existing budget con- 
straints. But do we really need the entire aero
space force to consist of adverse-weather- 
resistant vehicles, or can some fraction of the 
force also include relatively inexpensive “fair 
weather” systems? For example, do we need as 
manv adverse-weather F-15s as we think we do, 
or can some be traded off for larger quantities 
of relatively sophisticated fair-weather, light- 
weight fighters?

Adverse-weather warplane cost/performance 
and force-mix problems in the context of ad
verse weather have been considered by the 
r a n d  Corporation in a series of studies.7 Al- 
though their conceptual labor is only now be- 
ginning to bear fruit, the pioneering work of 
r a n d  scientists has pointed the way toward a

new approach to the adverse-weather problem.
I believe we should follow the r a n d  lead and 
devote more of our analytical resources in the 
development planning area toward defining 
adverse-weather specifications for future sys
tems. These specifications should be based upon 
the climatological conditions they will be oper- 
ating in as well as the forecast military threat 
environment. The precise types of adverse- 
weather components that systems should be 
designed to live with should be made as ex- 
plicit as possible in concert with the mission 
objectives for the system and the force mix pro- 
jected to exist during its envisioned lifetime. All 
of the vast Stores of climatological and meteo- 
rological knowledge should be brought to bear 
on this problem. We cannot afford to rely 
solely on improving our forecasts or modifying 
the weather. We must also design superior but 
cost-effective adverse-weather weapon systems.

The enemy has his problems, too.

Of some consolation to the commander is the 
fact that the same environmental factors that 
affect his aerospace systems also affect the 
enemy’s systems. For example, if the weather 
becomes too bad for tactical interdiction be
ca use of hurricane or monsoon conditions, sur- 
face conditions would probably be too bad for 
the enemy to move his supplies, troops, or 
armor over unimproved roads also. Both oppos- 
ing forces would probably wait for better 
weather to resume active fighting.

Scenarios such as this can be easilv invented/

for all forms of military engagements under 
conditions of storms at sea, severe winters, 
blowing sand in the deserts of the world and 
electromagnetic disturbances in space. The 
point is that we are not alone in seeking Solu
tions to weather problems. W e must also keep 
in mind that whoever finds the answers first can 
gain a distinct military advantage.

T h e  e n v ir o n m e n t  has been both enemv and 
friend to military commanders for centuries.
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Attempts to prediet its idiosyncrasies or ehange 
its course have never been and probably never 
will be completely successful.

Aerospace operations are particularly suscep- 
tible to adverse environmental eíFects on the 
ground, in the air, and now in space. Even the 
sun, our nnfailing source of energy for life on 
this planet, has been found to play havoc fre- 
quently with some of our newer aerospace Sys
tems.

Therefore, until reasonable and eost-effective 
Solutions can be found to counter most of 
weather’s deleterious effects on our aerospace
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Á  IRCRAFT designers have long watehed the flight of birds and the way they 
/ -X  move their wings in flight. “If only an aircraft could be built to do this!” 

/  m was the thought in the designers’ minds.
For many years, even before the Wright brothers’ epic flight, inventors 

have been working on moving wings for airplanes, wings that increased and 
decreased their length and width, wings that oscillated longitudinally, wings 
that flapp>ed like birds’ wings. Some of these contraptions were actually built, 
and some of them even flew—sort of.

The practical idea of movable wings was introduced at a scientific convention 
in Rome in 1935. Dr. Adolf Busemann, a young German designer, read a paper 
on aircraft wings and high-speed flight. Dr. BusemanrTs paper started aero 
engineers thinking about the advantages of movable wings. They found that one 
of the greatest advantages of sweptwings was the reduetion of aerodynamic drag 
at high speeds. Research has since established that an airplane having zero sweep 
(wings at right angles to the centerline of the airplane) will produce the same 
drag at 540 miles per hour as an airplane having wings swept at 60 degrees 
flving at over a thousand miles per hour.
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But some engineers realized that the mov- 
able wing concept had inherent disadvantages. 
When sweep angle increased, drag decreased 
but stalling speed increased. So the straight 
wing was ideal for low landing speed, and the 
highly swept wing was ideal for supersonic 
flight. From this simple statement of the prob- 
lem comes the solution—variable sweep.

One of the scientists who was particularly 
impressed by the Rusemann theory was Dr. 
Albert Betz of the Aerodynamics Research In- 
stitute at Gõttingen, Germany. He set about to 
do further research on the idea. The work of 
Dr. Betz was noted by engineers at Messer- 
sehmitt, who íelt that the concept might have 
an application to several high-speed aircraft that 
the companv was then considering. Messer- 
schmitt conducted extensive wind-tunnel testing 
to insure the validity of the theory.

the Messerschmitt P-1101

In 1942 Messerschmitt began preliminary work 
on a design dubbed the P-1101. For over two 
years it was nothing more than a study pro- 
gram, but in September 1944 it was decided to 
produce one prototype aircraft. The German 
plans called for a single-place, mid-wing, single- 
engine aircraft with a 40-degree wing sweep. 
Attractiveness of other aircraft designs caused 
the P -1101 program to be considerably cut back, 
but it was decided that the prototype would be 
completed to serve as a flying test-bed for wing 
sweep and for new turbojet engines.

By this time, however, it was clear to the 
Germans that the war was almost over. In early 
1945 a company of American infantry overran 
the P-1101 development facility. The Mes
serschmitt technical personnel had left every-

The world’s first variable-wing aircraft, the Messerschmitt P-1101, never flew. Conceived 
early in World War II, the one prototype built was captured intact by U.S. forces in 1945.



The Bell X-5, first U.S. variable- 
wing aircraft, was used as a test- 
hed. Varying hetiveen 20 and 60 
degrees, its ivings moved forward 
or back  to compensate for shift in 
pressure or center of gravity.
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thing in perfeet order, allowing the Americans 
to continue the swingwing research.

Although the basie engineering drawings and 
calculations for the P-1101 were never recov- 
ered, the aircraft was moved intact to Wright- 
Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio, where it was 
publicly displayed in 1945. Many observers con- 
sidered the P-1101 a freak of engineering design 
and of little practical value. This, of course, 
would in future years prove to be very erroneous.

The P-1101 was truly an advanced aircraft 
for the time of its development. Its two-piece 
wing had Steel spars, with wooden ribs, and a 
40-degree sweep. The pressure eabin was lo- 
cated well forward in the upper part of the 
fuselage, followed by the fuel tanks, undercar- 
riage retraction space, and a tail cone. The 
1101’s wing span was some 27 feet, the wing 
area 170 square feet. The top speed was over 
600 miles per hour at altitude.

Thus, the end of the war prevented the 
Germans from completing their first swingwing 
aircraft. There was one other aircraft using the 
movable wing concept, the P-1114. This novel 
design incorporated a provision for moving the 
entire w4ng assembly fore and aft along the 
fuselage to compensate for center of lift move- 
ment as flight speed increased.

VVhy the swingwing concept did not receive 
more attention cannot be definitely determined, 
but one main reason for the lack of interest was 
that engines were not powerful enough to pro- 
pel the aircraft to the speeds at which variable 
sweep would make important contributions to 
performance. Also, the advanced German de
signers seemed to be more intrigued with the 
delta-wing design.

the Bell X-5

One hot moming in June 1951, a potbellied lit
tle white airplane streaked along the desert 
runway at Edwards Air Force Base, Califórnia. 
Then the skilled hands of Bells chief test pilot 
guided the tiny plane into the air, and Améri
cas first swingwing aircraft had taken to the

sky. It bore a marked resemblance to the 
P-1101.

Early in 1948 the Bell Aircraft Company, 
aided by the loan of the P-1101, began design 
studies on an aircraft that could change its 
wing sweep in flight. For a time it looked as 
though the Air Force might buy 24 of them, 
but an unfavorable evaluation by the Air Ma- 
teriel Command reduced the program to a 
two-aircraft research endeavor. Designated the 
X-5, these planes were expected to demonstrate 
the best sweep angle for interceptor aircraft. It 
was made clear, however, that the X-5 was 
only a research tool, not intended for produc- 
tion, ever.

Not exactly the sleekest jet aircraft ever 
built, the X-5 looked something like a flying 
tadpole. The two-position adjustable wings 
were variable in sweep between 20 and 60 de- 
grees. The X-5 had a takeoff weight of about 
9500 poirnds, the adjustable wing assembly 
weighing 13.50 pounds. The engines of the 
plane were placed below the wing in the lower 
fuselage, to accommodate a variety of power 
plants and to have the engine out of the way of 
the sweep mechanism.

The mechanism for operating the sweep vari- 
ation was truly an engineering masterpiece. 
The wings were mounted on hinges just out- 
board of each side of the fuselage. Inside each 
wing, near the leading edge, was attached one 
end of a ball-bearing screw jack. Shafts were 
then passed through the interior of the wings 
and into the fuselage, where thev were driven 
by a gearbox. VVhen the motors of the mecha
nism were operated, the screws rotated the 
wings on their pivots, changing the angle of the 
sweep. But the wings did more than just sweep 
when they were operated. In order to compen
sate for changes in pressure and center of 
gravity, it was necessary to slide the wings 
along rails moimted in the fuselage. At 20 de- 
grees sweep, the entire wing assembly slid for
ward on the rails until, at 60 degrees sweep, 
they were about 27 inches forward of their 
starting positions. The sweeping and position-
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ing actions took place simultaneously.
On the fifth test flight of the X-5, the sweep 

mechanism vvas operated for the first time. By 
the ninth flight, the sweep had been operated 
through its total limits. About that time, a 
strange characteristic of the X-5 was noted in 
the tests. At low speeds, almost all the available 
elevator action was required to levei out the 
X-5 for landing. It had to be accelerated just 
before touchdown to keep from flving right 
into the ground.

Even though the X-5 had severa! deficieneies, 
a good deal of high-level interest was shown in 
it as a tactícal fighter. Its advantages over big- 
ger and heavier fighters of the day (e.g., the 
F-86 and F-89) were its much greater maneu- 
verability and the faet that it could be carried 
in the C-119. But its complieated sweep 
mechanism and its limited fuel capacity and 
firepower led to its demise as a produetion 
fighter.

On 13 October 1953 one of the X-5s crashed 
when it failed to recover from a spin at 60 de- 
grees sweep. The other now rests safely at the 
.Air Force Institute of Technology, on loan from 
the Air Force Museum.

the Grumman XF10F

Even though the X-5 had been eliminated from 
consideration, it did not end the immediate his- 
tory of the swingwing. Shortly thereafter, an- 
other strange airplane rol led out at the Flight 
Test Center. This was a great-grandson of the 
famous F4F VVildcat, and it featured two-posi- 
tion, inflight-variable swept wings.

The Grumman XF10F Jaguar was powered 
by a Westinghouse J40 engine generating 
11,600 pounds of thrust. Its variable-sweep 
wings were mounted high on the fuselage. The 
wings were held straight for landings but could 
be swept back to 40 degrees for high-speed 
flight. The Jaguar featured a delta-shaped hori
zontal tail mounted atop the vertical fin. This 
replaced the conventional swept surfaee origi- 
nally used.

The first of two XF10F prototypes flew in 
May 1953. For a time, it was thought that 30 of 
these might be ordered, but the XF10F proved 
to be a disappointment.

the Convair F - l l l

The Air Forces newest fighter-bomber, the 
F - l l l ,  and its strategic counterpart, the 
FB-111, were the next of the swingwing air- 
craft. Several versions of this inultimission air- 
craft have been built, including the bomber 
version FB-111 which has longer wings than 
the fighter version. The F - l l l  began life in 
1959 when the Air Force defined an opera- 
tional requirement for an advanced fighter (the 
TFX), which would later become the F - l l l .

Much of the technology involved with the 
F - l l l  design evolved from the X-5 and XF10F. 
However, with the F - l l l  sweep design, a 
slightlv different approach was employed. In 
this aircraft the wing would sweep on its own 
pivot, well outboard of the fuselage. With this 
technique, the aerodynamic center remained 
relativelv stationary throughout the wing’s full 
sweep.

Fully extended to 16 degrees sweep, the 
wing creates maximiun lift, allowing short 
takeoffs and landings. As the speed increases 
and drag grows, the span and surfaee area are 
decreased by sweeping the wings to a max- 
imum of 72.5 degrees. The wingtips come quite 
close to touching the leading edges of the tail. 
In the “folded position” the F - l l l  can move 
along at Mach 2.5 at altitude and supersonie on 
the deck. The wings can be plaeed.in any in- 
termediate position to perform any specific 
mission requirement.

Each wing pivots around an 8.5-inch-diameter 
Steel pin, while the wing sweep is controlled by 
a hydraulic actuator. Working much like an 
automobile jack, large screws extend to deter
mine the position of the wings. A pistol grip in 
the cockpit is the pilot’s control device. In the 
event damage occurs to the primary hydraulic 
system, a utility system will automatically cut

Continuei! on G0
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out flow to nonessential subsystems in order to 
fumish power for the wing sweep and flight 
Controls.

The F - l l f s  variable-sweep wing is going to 
play an important part in some aerodynamic 
testing. Shortly, an F - l l l  will be fitted with the 
so-called "supercritical” wing, which is spe- 
cially designed to reduce high-speed drag. 
Equipping the F - l l l  with this wing is expected 
to greatly increase maneuverability and in- 
erease transonic performance without affecting 
the aircraft’s handling characteristics. The re- 
sults of this testing should be very important to 
the F - l l l  and high-performance aircraft of the 
future.

the B-l strategic bomber (North American Rockwell)

For over a decade the Air Force has been look- 
ing for an aircraft to replace the B-52 bomber. 
The FB-111 is now partially fulfílling the 
manned bomber requirement caused by the 
phase-out of early-model B-52s and the B-58 
fleet.

The so-called a msa  (Advanced Manned Stra
tegic Aircraft) was the paper project for an 
advanced bomber (B-l). The a msa  also was to 
employ a swingwing. In November 1969 the 
Air Force released its request for proposals for 
the B-l to interested bidders of the aerospace 
industry. The airframe contract was won by 
North American Rockwell, and General Elec
tric won the engine contract.

Recently, North American displayed a full- 
scale mockup of the B-l. The “Big White Bird” 
is, indeed, a beautiful piece of airplane. The 
construction of the mockup was a big step to- 
ward possible future production of the B-l.

The B-l will be able to fly at treetop levei at 
almost 700 miles per hour and more than 1400 
miles per hour at altitude. With its swingwings, 
it will be able to land on very short runways— 
quite amazing for an aircraft in the 350,000- to 
400,000-pound weight class. The B -l’s swingwing 
mechanism is considered by engineers to be the 
most complicated System in the aircraft. As many

as 35 different swingwing designs were examined 
before North American Rockwell decided on 
the present truss-type wing-pivot design.

So as to compensate for shifts in pressure 
and center of gravity, the B-l uses a complex 
fuel svstem that transfers fuel within the fuse-J
lage to maintain aircraft stability. To maintain 
proper balance, fuel will be used from the 
mid-fuselage tanks First, from the wing tanks 
second, and from the forward and aft fuselage 
tanks last. Fuel can be pumped from the for
ward and aft fuselage tanks to the mid-fuselage 
tanks as the wings swing. .An on-board Comput
er will normally handle this intricate transfer, 
but it can be controlled manually from the 
cockpit. The sweep rates are geared to particu
lar flight conditions and are slow enough to al- 
low the fuel transfer to maintain the center of 
gravity.

The B - l’s wings can be swept or extended 
normally with only two of the four hydraulic 
systems. The wings can be swept from 15 de- 
grees for takeoff and landing to sharply swept 
back at 67 degrees for high-speed flight. While 
engineers consider it highly unlikely that the 
wings might jam, the B-l can  be landed with 
wings fully swept—but, needless to sav, it 
would be a much “hotter” landing.

The B - l’s fírst test flight is presently sched- 
uled for the spring of 1974, with operational 
status in the late seventies. The B-l, engineers 
say, will last the rest of the twentieth centurv. 
It is, therefore, verv possible that the entire 
Strategic Air Command fleet will be swingwing 
in the eighties, with the FB-111 and the B-l.

the Grumman F-14 Tomcat

VVhen the Navy canceled procurement of the 
F-111B, they found themselves in need of an- 
other aircraft to replace the F-4 Phantom. 
Once again the Navy went for another swing
wing design in the F-14 Tomcat. The plane is 
being built bv Grumman, long a manufacturer 
of Navy aircraft.

The F-14’s variable-sweep wing is the result



The proposed B-l or advanced manned ttrategfc aireruft (AMSA) 
u>ill use a complex fuel transfer sijstem to compcnsute for  
shifts in atmospheric pressure and center o f  gravity. The 
u>ing4 will sweep from  15 to 67 degrees. (artist's drawing)

of a tremendous amount of research work. One 
of the most advanced F-14 developments is 
“glove vanes,” which extend automatically 
from the Ieading edge near the fuselage at 
Mach 1, offsetting the shift in the F-14’s aero- 
dynamic center. This leaves the horizontal sta- 
bilizer free for maneuvering, minimizing trim 
drag penalties and increasing combat agility. 
Also, flap activation is coordinated with the 
automatic wing sweep for maximum perfor
mance. The F-14’s maximum sweep is 68 de
grees (from a minimum of 20 degrees), when 
the wing and tail surfaces are, for all practical 
purposes. one.

The F-14’s sophisticated Mach-sweep pro- 
grammer provides for fully automatic wing 
sweep as a function of speed and altitude. 
Therefore, the pilot can obtain the maximum

performance under any flight condition. As is 
true with the B -l, the F-14 pilot can manually 
control the wing sweep, but even then the pro- 
grammer will maintain limited control on the 
pilot ’s actions.

With its swingwing and powerful engines, 
the F-14 may make a formidable addition to 
the Navy’s striking power.

the M ir age CS and the Panavia 200

Our report on swingwing aircraft would not be 
complete w’ithout mentioning the swingwing 
aircraft of Europe.

The presently flying French Mirage G8 is the 
culmination of Mirages experience in swing
wing aircraft, having built the G1 and G4 prior 
to the present G8 configuration. At full sweep
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the wings and tail have only a slight slit of 
space between them. It is powered by two en- 
gines and has a top speed of Mach 2.5.

Indications are that the G8 might well be the 
first variable-geometry aircraft to be ordered by 
the French Air Force. It could be a replace- 
ment for the Mirage III in the late seventies.

During the same period the British-German- 
Italian Pana vi a 200, the new multimission air
craft, is designed to enter Service with the Royal 
Air Force, the German LuftwafFe, the German 
Navy, and the Italian Air Force.

The variable-sweep wing is the key feature 
that gives the 200 such a wide diversification of 
capabilities. Swept forward, it provides high lift 
capability, giving s t o l  performance from semi- 
prepared fields and a very long loiter time. 
Swept fully back, it gives a low-drag, high- 
speed capability with very good response at low 
leveis.

Powered by two Rolls-Royce RB-199 engines 
of advanced technology design, the 200 is capa- 
ble of Mach 2 +  at altitude. Wing sweep range 
is from 20 to 70 degrees.

Boeing’s initial SST

The first design of Boeing’s supersonie transport 
(s s t ) might have been the biggest swinger of 
them all.

When the sides were being formed for the 
battle to decide who would build the s s t , it 
carne down to two difFerent s s t  concepts—the 
delta-wing design of Lockheed and Boeings 
swingwing. Boeing won and went about the job 
of building the largest swingwing ever. But that 
was not to be. The decision was made in 1969 
to abandon the swingwing and go with a fixed,

double-delta shape. Now the whole s s t  pro- 
gram has been scrapped.

One of the main reasons for the switch from 
the swingwing design was the tremendous 
weight penalty incurred by the swingwing 
mechanism. It was quoted that the weight pen
alty for the variable geometry was over 40,000 
pounds, about 6 percent of the gross weight.

swingwing in space—the Lockheed FDL-5

In the late 1960s, Lockheed and the Air Force 
Flight Dynamics Laboratory conducted tests on 
a swingwing spacecraft. The spacecraft was 
designed to be a model for a reusable launch 
vehicle.

The triangular-shaped spacecraft has a small 
vertical tail with a movable mdder. The small 
delta wings swing into the airstream from the 
sides of the vehicle, about halfway down its 
length. The wings would be used after the 
spacecraft had re-entered the atmosphere and 
slowed down for a conventional aircraft-type 
landing. The future may see some application 
of this concept in returning space vehicles.

T h o s e  early experimenters who strapped con- 
traptions on their backs and to their arms and 
jumped from precipices and bridges, frantically 
flapping their arms, knew the birds had some- 
thing. While this review has shown that the 
swingwing has a firm hold on its domain of 
aeronautics, it is not as sophisticated as our 
bird imitators—it doesn t flap; it merelv swings. 
But it does fly!

Air Force Systems Command



A NEW STYLE OF MILITARY 
FOR THE UNITED STATES:
A RECOMMENDATION
W INC CO M M AND EB R a YMOND G. F uNNELL, RAAF

I am tempted to beliece that what we rnatj call neeessunj institutions are often no 
more than institutions to which we ha ve groum accustomed. In matters o f social consti- 
tution, the field o f  passibilitics is much more extensive tlian men living in their various 
societies are ready to imagine.

Al e x is  d e  To c q u e v il l e

TODAY, in America, the popularitv of the 
militarv is at one of its periodic low poinLs. 

The problem is indeed serious when the Presi- 
dent of the country admits: “It is open season 
on the armed forces. . . . The military profes- 
sion is derided in some of the so-called hest cir-
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cies of America.”1 Adam Yarmolinsky describes 
society’s attitude as one in which “The military 
Ls regarded . . .  as a wicked, greedy aggressor 
coaspiring with other vested interests to sub- 
vert the American Dream.”2 The U.S. military 
feels this deeplv. Even a casual perusal of mili
tary periodicals of the last five years will reveal 
the often bitter reaction of military men to so
ciety’s attitude. VVard Just in his recent book, 
Military Men, quotes one sênior officer at West 
Point: “ ‘The Armvs the only goddam thing 
holding this country together,’ one of them 
said, believing it, believing that the Army was 
the only solid foothold in a country gone soft.”'1

The division between society and the mili
tary must be of great concern to America. 
Conversely it must be a source of rejoicing for 
all who wish America ill. If .America is to re- 
main the major military power of the world or 
even an effective coiuiterbalance to ideologi- 
cally opposed forces in the international Sys
tem, reconciliation between the U.S. military 
and U.S. society is imperative.

Society’s attitude has obviously been in- 
fluenced by recent events such as the interven- 
tion in the Dominican Republic, the Vietnam 
war, My Lai, and the Cambodian incursion. 
However, these are hardlv the root cause of the 
present division. For that we must look at the 
problems associated with operating an authori- 
tarian, conservative military system within a 
liberal democracy; and the Solutions to those 
problems lie with the military. Society may re- 
treat somewhat from its freewheeling, mini- 
mally restrained position of the present, but to 
imagine the U.S.A. as anything less than an 
open, liberal society is an exercise in fiction. So 
long as society’s emphasis is on individual free- 
dom and self-fulfillment. so long will there be 
basic conflict between society at large and any 
conservative subsystem within it. If one takes 
history as a guide, the logical long-term projec- 
tion is for an even more liberal society. To this 
the military must accommodate. To place the 
burden on society is to fly in the face of reason 
and history.

The Military Ethic

The ethos of the military has been built 
around its purpose, its successful armed defense 
of the nation, and those behavioral character- 
istics that support that purpose. The military 
ethic may therefore be said to comprise the 
values, attitudes, and perspectives that inhere 
in the successful accomplishment of the 
battlefield task. Samuel P. Huntington in his 
classic work, The Soldier and the State, de
scribes the man of the military ethic as “essen- 
tially the man of Hobbes.”4 To Professor Hunt
ington, the military ethic stresses the evil in 
man, the weakness of man, and the importance 
of force. It also emphasizes the supremacy of 
the group and the importance of order. “It is, 
in brief, realistic and conservative.” 5

If one leaves aside the issues of numbers of 
troops and their equipment, the combat 
effectiveness of a military force will depend on 
the degree to which its combat troops adhere 
to this ethic. In past centuries, when almost all 
troops had a combat function, the requirement 
for adherenee throughout the armed forces was 
valid, and equally vahd was the requirement 
that military praetices and military training 
support the ethic. Today, when only about ten 
percent of the uniformed military specialize in 
combat skills and about twenty men are re- 
quired to support each combatant, the validity 
of the requirement is questionable. Morris Jan- 
owitz, among others, has questioned the re
quirement that all military men in all their 
functions should adhere to the “combat stan
dard.”6

An excellent example of the pervasiveness of 
the combat standard is provided by the Air 
Force. The combat soldiers of the air are the 
aircrews,0 who provide a very small percent- 
age of uniformed airmen. Nevertheless, the 
requirements of the battlefield influence the 
whole .Air Force structure. The Air O fficers

*The role of stratcgk missile crews places thcin in .1 dilferent categorv Al* 
thoui»h in an objectivc sense lhey are "combat troops," the drcuinstuncrs ol 
their combat i\ iinlilcc the traditional battlefield from which the militan ethic 
is derived.
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Guide implores Air Force officers: “Offieers will 
impress upon the voung airmen lessons of pa- 
triotism and loyalty, and above all will impress 
upon them the necessity of obedience in the 
Service. These lessons will be repeated again 
and again.”7 The necessity for such action is 
easily lost on a voung airman working in a sup- 
port function with only the remotest of connec- 
tions to the battlefield.

The basic problem is that of reconciling the 
combat ethic of the mihtary with the liberal 
value system of U.S. society. Professor Hunting- 
ton takes the view that society must become 
more conservative and there must be “wide- 
spread acceptance by Americans of values 
more like those of the military ethic.”8 He 
further imphes that, if this does not occur, the 
professional mihtary must stand fast as a con
servative enclave within the system. However 
attractive this might be for the military, it is 
more descriptive of a pre-World War I Amer
ica than that which now exists. The tradition- 
ally low retention rates of the U.S. military 
produce a mihtary in which most of its uni- 
formed members are only temporary soldiers— 
they were recently civihans and soon will be 
civihans again. The intrusion of the civilian ethic 
is continuous and unrelenting. In an all-volunteer 
force in which retention rates will probably be 
higher, the effects will be mitigated, but they 
will not be removed. The task for the military 
is reduced to that of changing its value system 
to one that is more compatible with that of 
society. A perfect match is unnecessary and un- 
desirable—the imperatives of the battlefield dic- 
tate otherwise. Majority rule has no place on 
the battlefield.

A New Military

The task of describing in detail the type of 
mihtary society that could function in harmony 
with U.S. society, while stili being fully 
effective and efficient in performing its prime 
functions, is beyond the scope of this article. 
Nevertheless, a conceptual framework can be

erected, which could be used as a basis for 
further study and development.

The focus of the new military must be the 
combat soldier.0 Irrespective of how smoothly 
a combat unit of whatever size operates, it is 
of little use unless it can perform its combat 
function. The requirement for group solidarity, 
social cohesion, rational authority, and obedi
ence in the combat unit will not change. Con- 
sequently the problems associated with adapt- 
ing an individual from a liberal society into an 
effective combat soldier will stili confront the 
military. However, if the primaey of position of 
the combat soldier is clearly recognized, his 
education should be different from that re- 
ceived by noncombat recruits. It should be di- 
rected at the combat situation and be 
sufficiently deep and comprehensive to ensure 
that the soldiers obedience to authority in 
combat is the product of a rational faith in 
both his leaders and their doctrine, based on 
personal observation and individual thinking. 
To the educated recruit of today and the better 
educated recruit of tomorrow, anything less 
would be insufficient.

For soldiers who are not involved in combat 
and for combat soldiers when not involved in 
combat or combat training, the opportunities 
are legion for changing military practices to 
bring them closer to those of civilian society. 
There exists no functional reason for doing oth
erwise if the combat function is performed 
effectively. The traditional military concept has 
been that noncombat functions must support 
fully the values and attributes required for 
effective combat performance. The necessity 
for this in a modem military force is, at the 
very least, arguable. More important, it is ir- 
relevant. The traditional military practices that 
support the combat ethic have been rejected by 
U.S. society. To continue to invoke them will 
only exacerbate the serious tensions that al- 
ready exist within the military and between the

•"Soldier" is used genencally to desenhe all military peraonnel. "Coinl>at 
soldier" descritie» one who aetually particlpates in comlwt or whose duties 
place him on the "battlefield."
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military and society. In shaping the new mili- 
tary, the nation must aim to create an effeetive 
military arm of a liberal society, not to produce 
one that is suited to an authoritarian society.

The concept of applying the combat ethic 
only to the combat situation and to combat 
training places many traditional aspects of mili
tary Service in an entirely new perspective. 
Rules, regulations, and customs concerning per- 
sonal appearance, off-duty activities, ceremo- 
nialism, saluting, the relations between supervi- 
sors and those they supervise, discipline, and 
dissent come instantly to mind as some things 
that would need to be altered in a changed mil
itary.

An argument that would be raised against 
the precise focus on the combat soldier is that 
an elite group would be formed within the mil
itary society. Elite is a word that is subject to 
both negative and positive connotations in the 
military. To some, it conjures up images of the 
Praetorian Guard—the reaction is about as 
outmoded as the image it produces. Elite 
groups already exist in the military, either by 
intention or by accident. Their combat perfor
mance has been excellent; examples include the 
airbome units in World War II and the special 
forces in Vietnam. More general elite groups 
are the aircrews of the three armed Services. 
Althôugh not officially designated as elites, they 
are recognized as such by the military and the 
public. Their education and training are ori- 
ented towards performance of their combat 
function and characterized by an informal and 
nonauthoritarian form of discipline that relies 
heavily on individual intelligence and self- 
discipline. Significantly, there have been few if 
any reports of breakdowns in the combat dis
cipline of these groups in the continuing war in 
Vietnam.

Some evidence indicates that the Armv is 
focusing more attention on combat soldiers and 
on elite groups. General Westmoreland. while 
Chief of Staff of the Armv, in testimony before 
Congress referred to the specializing of the 
missions of various divisions:

It would increase the personal challenge to the 
individual soldier by fostering the sort of elan 
which has been so conspicuous and successful in 
other elite elements of the Army—airborne troops, 
for example, or our Special Forces. This might 
contribute materially to Service attractiveness and 
our volunteer Army goal.9
This raises the obvious point of whether 

sufficient men could be recruited for a new mil
itary force of the type described. With respect 
to noncombat troops, the realignment of the 
military along more liberal lines would remove 
many of the so-called irritants of military life 
and improve both recruitment and retention. In 
this respect the new perspective of the military 
might also change the military’s perception of 
noncombat functions and lead to the conver- 
sion from military to civilian of many noncom
bat positions and fimctions. Professor Janowitz 
has pointed out that “the profession seems only 
dimly aware that the elimination of many of 
these research and supply operations would, in 
effect, imify the military establishment and 
reduce the strains on authority.”10 The usual 
argument against such action is that the over- 
seas commitments of the U.S. military, particu- 
larly in remote locations, necessitate the use of 
military personnel rather than civilians in many 
noncombat positions. This in turn requires that 
military men occupy similar jobs in the U.S. as 
a rotation base from which the overseas posts 
can be filled. The continuing reduction in U.S. 
military forces overseas would allow greater 
civilian employment in these noncombat posi
tions.

With combat forces, recruitment and reten
tion would rely heavily on their elite nature 
and the professionaFs pride in accomplishment. 
The true professional soldier would be the 
member of the combat unit irrespective of 
rank. The aim of combat training would be to 
foster the professional spirit as it pertains to the 
profession of arms and to engender the esprit 
de corps so often referred to in the military, yet 
so seldom achieved except in elite groups. 
Whether this will be sufficient to attract 
enough recruits to the combat elements of the
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armed forces is extremely difficult to predict. 
Certainly a smaller total military establishment 
would help, while an all-volunteer force would 
ensure that those who did enlist had the neces- 
sarv initial motivation. Intuition suggests that 
enough numbers would be available to support 
current U.S. foreign policy. However, in the 
absence of substantive data on which to base a 
forecast, the question of attracting sufficient 
numbers must remain an open one. The use of 
coercive methods to achieve a numerical quota 
remai ns as an unattractive alternative—it 
erodes the very basis on which a combat force 
of true professional soldiers is formed.

My recommendation, then, is to retain the 
combat ethic for the combat situation and to 
liberalize military practices in all other areas. 
For the continued security of the nation, the
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LOW-COST REMOTELY 
PILOTED VEHICLES
L ie u t e n a n t  C o l o n e l  Ro b e r t  H. J a c o bs o n

THE POTENTIAL for providing low-cost 
tactical remotely piloted vehicles (r pv ’s ) 

should be considered and emphasis given to the 
development of an unconstrained innovative 
approac-h in establishing their logistic and 
maintenance support Systems. Choice of the 
appropriate logistic and maintenance charac- 
teristics can significantly influence the overall 
design of r pv ’s and their support aerospace 
ground equipment (a g e ). Criticai examination 
of various design and support system options is 
in order, with the goal of initiating changes in 
the expensive methods currently used to obtain 
military hardware.

The r pv s  discussed here are primarily 
ground-launched, controlled from a ground sta- 
tion even when they are a long distance away 
(e.g., more than 100 miles), and returned for 
recovery and reuse; however, most of the ideas 
expressed are also applicable to other possible 
variants of r pv ’s , such as expendable vehicles 
and those laimched and controlled from aireraft 
(for example, Condor). Indeed, a low-cost phi- 
losophy should be adopted for all kinds of
RPVS.

Requirements for r pv ’s should direct that 
low life-cycle costs be provided for these new 
tactical weapon systems as well as define the 
expected mission performance goals. The moti- 
vation to reduce costs—not only the initiai in- 
vestment costs but also those associated with 
operation, maintenance, and logistics—should 
dominate the actions taken by the research and 
development (r &d ) commimity in response to 
operational requirements. Specifically, this 
means that a new maintenance and logistics 
approach should be taken for the support of 
r pv ’s ; the kinds of systems now used to support 
military aireraft should not be envisioned as

satisfying r pv  requirements. We should insist 
on simplified support systems, those that can 
provide the lowest life-cycle costs. As one ex
ample, we should strive for r pv  system con- 
cepts that will require a minimum number of 
skilled personnel, since manpower constraints 
on military systems may be much more severe 
in the future than in the past.

Costs of an unmanned flying vehicle can be 
reduced in many ways. A principal method is 
to establish practical yet minimal performance 
requirements for the vehiele’s maximum air- 
speed, payload, versatility, and the environ- 
mental conditions under which it must operate. 
Strike r pv ’s will usually be flown below 20,000 
feet; they should not be required to operate at 
40,000 or 50,000 feet. We must keep in mind 
that r pv ’s are not expected to survive a large 
number of sorties, since they will be used 
primarily—perhaps solely—in the most heavily 
defended environments. They will not be ex
pected to fly more than 10 to 20 sorties. Many 
subsystems will be required to operate per- 
fectly at all times; an occasional failure of an 
essential subsystem may cause a catastrophic 
loss. Therefore, higher operational losses can be 
expected for r pv ’s than for manned aireraft 
losses caused by accidents other than losses re- 
lated to hostilities. Since man-rated qualities do 
not have to be designed into the remotely pi
loted vehicles, an entirely different philosophy 
of design can be accepted than that applied to 
manned aireraft.

If we consider all r pv  s as expendable, those 
that can be recovered and flown again niav lie 
called “reusable expendables.” They may be 
categorized as a nonaircraft class of military 
hardware—similar to a round of ordnance or 
other weapon—and an appropriate design phi-
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losophy followed. Because many r pv ’s will be 
necessarv to be effective in an important 
conílict, we should think in terms of automated 
fabrication and high production rates, like 
those of the automobile and ordnance indus
tries.

Cost advantages could accrue from designing 
r pv ’s in modular form, that is, from major 
components that can be easilv and rapidly 
removed and replaced when necessary. Some 
components can be considered throwaway 
items; when they fail or are damaged, they can 
be replaced easily bv either new components or 
usable ones from salvaged vehicles. Cannibaliz- 
ing, though inappropriate for manned aircraft, 
could be acceptable in r pv  maintenance proce- 
dures. The major components could be assem- 
bled at a staging area close to the launch site, 
having been withdrawn from storage and 
shipped by air or other means to the staging 
area. The assembling process must be simple, 
merely installation of bolts or screws and at- 
tachment of electrical connections, fuel lines, 
hydraulic lines, etc. The engine pod should be 
a single module that can be replaced without 
excessive time or skill. The necessary mainte
nance slalls should be limited, perhaps to the 
use of torque wrenches and safety wiring. This 
will require much imagination and innovation 
in the design of r pv  airframes. The potential of 
a modular concept cannot be ascertained with
out design and evaluation of low-cost compo
nents that allow onlv minimal repairs, if any.

Combat elements will need replacement r pv ’s 
frequently during intense conflicts extending 
over weeks or months; the loss rate may be as 
high as 10 or 20 percent. Thus the modular 
approach looks attractive as a way to facilitate 
getting many replacement r pv  components to 
the operating theater. Also, it may be highly 
appropriate to keep the physical size of the 
vehicle small. If a modular approach is intro- 
duced, the Air Force could conceivably get 
wings from one contractor, fuselages from an- 
other, and so on, with an effective systems inte- 
gration management organization. (Perhaps

electronic companies can be the r pv  prime 
contractors!) This modular approach may be 
vital if r pv s  are deployed to small airfields 
suitable only for small cargo aircraft or if they 
are transported by trucks to remote sites. Con- 
siderable transportation support may be need- 
ed, but the resources spent on logistics of this 
kind will be less costly than providing many 
sldlled mechanics to repair and recondition a 
limited number of r pv ’s. The transportation 
problem will exist to some degree regardless of 
the maintenance and design concepts adopted 
because of the expected r pv  loss rate when 
they are used in combat.

The r pv  components must have a long shelf 
üfe. An efficient packaging technique is needed, 
such as using plastic bags to protect the r pv  
components from salt spray, moisture, or other 
severe environment. Once an r pv  is assembled, 
it is expected to be operational for only a short 
time, so the severe requirement for corrosion 
resistance need not apply.

Design of r pv  avionics is another area in 
which large savings could be made. r pv ’s will 
have many electronic components, comprising 
perhaps 30 to 50 percent of the total cost, so 
considerable attention must be given to making 
them inexpensively. While they must have 
some reliability, the reliability we should be 
thinking of is in terms of flying the vehicle 10 
to 20 sorties rather than for thousands of hours. 
Where practical, the concept of throwaway 
electronic equipment should be encouraged, 
like that used for inexpensive transistor rádios 
and integrated Circuit designs. If an avionic 
unit does not check out, one black box should 
be replaced by another; resources should not be 
expended to repair bad ones. Again it is clear 
that requirements established by military 
specifications and standards should not be ap- 
plied to r pv  electronic components; and if 
commercial-quality elements are used, the 
price can be greatly reduced—by at least a fac- 
tor of 10 and perhaps by a factor of 100. Costs 
may be substantially reduced if more optimum 
temperature and pressure environments are
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provided for electronic units in the design of 
r pv  airframes. We could then expect satisfac- 
tory performance from many low-priced com- 
mercial-quality electronic components.

The r pv  system should be designed to permit 
testing of various components before the vehi- 
cle is committed to the launch pad. Automatic 
go-no-go tests for the r pv  electronic compo
nents should be possible using aerospace 
ground equipment rather than equipment in 
the r pv . Also, the engirie could be checked by 
measuring the pressure ratio of the compressor 
at a given rpm. This may be accomplished 
without starting the engine by using an exter
nai power source to rotate it to the desired 
rpm. A simple check of the condition of bear- 
ings can be made by timing the period required 
to slow down between two rpm values.

Care must be taken, however, for the essen- 
tial funetions of the vehicle to have some de- 
gree of redundancy or an alternate way of op- 
erating without forcing costs too high or adding 
too much to the r pv ’s size and weight. As an 
example, the autopilot should have a self-con- 
tained mode of operation; then if loss of radio 
contact occurs, the r pv  could still fly to the 
starting point or other pre-programmed location.

Two major elements of r pv  systems should 
not be compromised as far as quality is con- 
cemed. These are long-lifetime elements: the 
relay aircraft and the control centers. The relay 
aircraft for most tactical combat scenarios us
ing r pv s  must be able to support a number of 
r pv ’s at the same time. It would be impractical 
in most cases to provide a drone relay for a 
single r pv , as a drone would reduce the relia- 
bility and increase the operating cost of the 
overall system. Therefore, a highly reliable 
manned aircraft should be used for the relay 
aircraft, committed to Service a number of 
r pv ’s . One relay station may be designed to 
handle concurrently three or four r pv ’s at the 
target, transmitting television signals or other 
imagery, and, in addition, eight or ten others 
en route, sending data using a narrow band- 
width and time-multiplex techniques. Thus a

dozen or more remotely piloted vehicles can be 
airbome at the same time under the control of 
a single control center and through one relay 
aircraft. While the electronics in this relay air
craft would probably be complex and expen- 
sive, it would be unwise to chance losing it for 
noncombat reasons. The relay aircraft probably 
will remain behind the forward edge of the 
battle area (f e b a ) at a very high altitude to 
reduce its vulnerability and provide a long 
line-of-sight range without horizon cutoff so 
that r pv s  can be flown at distances of 200 to 
250 nautical miles from the relay aircraft. A 
U-2 or an RB-57F may be appropriate, or, if 
more payload and volume are required, per- 
haps a C-141 or other jet cargo aircraft having 
a loiter altitude of at least 40,000 feet should 
be used. The relay aircraft may need to remain 
on station for long periods, as much as 8 or 10 
hours; thus one aircraft could conceivably sup
port a hundred r pv s  during the station period.

The other major element of the r pv  system 
that needs special attention for efficient design 
is the ground control center. It should contain 
a general-purpose Computer to provide versatil- 
ity through appropriate software as changes 
occur in the control center funetions or r pv  
designs. A number of control stations should be 
required within a center: three or four where 
the remote pilots control r pv s  by imagery from 
on-board sensors, and another station with 
three or four people to monitor and control 
eight or ten other r p v s  going to and from tar- 
gets. There may also be a station for launch 
and recovery of r p v s . Therefore, a control cen
ter can be envisioned consisting of three or 
more trailers compatible with bare base or 
407L equipment and transportable in a C-130 
or other airlift aircraft.

The development and design of future r pv  
systems should not be skimped on with regard 
to cost or quality. Large overall savings can be 
made if sufficient r &d money is provided early 
in development and directed to finding wavs to 
reduce costs and provide the basis for an ap
propriate logistics and maintenance system
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such as the one mentioned earlier. Experiments 
to realize throwaway components should be 
supported. Automated production techniques 
should be developed so that the Air Force will 
have the capability to mobilize quickly after a 
production run on an r p v  design has been 
discontinued. We should experiment with 
different materiais and fabrication techniques 
to reduce the labor costs in the construction of 
the vehicles. Various types of plastics and per- 
haps epoxy and paper structures may be ac- 
ceptable and most economical in certain areas.

Different techniques should be tried for 
launching and recovering all unmanned vehi
cles. Programs should be initiated to develop 
and evaluate new techniques in order to in- 
corporate the best launch and recovery c-apabil- 
ities for future r p v  designs. One way to save 
money on r p v  operations is to reduce the re- 
quirement for support aircraft. The only air- 
craft needed in an r p v  strike or strike support 
system is a relay aircraft. Ground launch and 
some type of ground recovery by a horizontal 
landing are predicted to be the least expensive 
and the most desirable methods, especially if 
many sorties are required of each vehicle in a

short period of time. Unless unique require- 
ments exist, tactical r p v ’s  should not be limited 
to launch from DC-130s and recovery by heli- 
copters. The present techniques place exces- 
sively restrictive limitations on future r p v  sys
tem designs.

The opportunity exists to obtain viable new 
tactical weapon systems at very low life-cycle 
costs. All methods that can force the costs 
down should be investigated as compared to 
costs of present aircraft methods and proce- 
dures. r p v s  will have a short expected Üfetime 
and will not require the reliability of man-rated 
systems. Therefore, todays aerospace standards, 
specifications, and practices and Air Force air
craft management procedures do not neces- 
sarily apply to r p v s . Large cost savings can be 
obtained if commercial-quality components and 
materiais are used and automated production 
techniques are developed. This approach can 
lead to throwaway components, which in turn 
can revolutionize the maintenance and support 
required and effect a large reduction in life- 
cycle costs.

Santa Monica, Califórnia



COMMUNIST LESSONS 
LEARNED

M a j o r  E d w a r d  V a l l e n t in y

IN the current debate within the United States 
conceming the advisability of continuing 

the American participation in Southeast Asia, a 
fairly detailed investigation of U.S. decisions 
and methodology in waging that conflict has 
resnlted. In the armed Services, numerous 
groups and agencies have studied and are 
studying closely the successes and failures of 
the tactics, strategies, organizations, and equip- 
ment utilized in Vietnam for the purpose of 
improving them and gamering as many lessons 
as possible from our decade-long military in- 
volvement. Still, the findings of these studies 
and debates cannot be complete, cannot be 
truly meaningful, without some understanding 
of the efiFect the struggle has had on the enemy. 
To borrow a phrase from the late Sir Basil 
Henry Liddell Hart, we need “the view from 
the other side of the hill.”

Unfortunately, detailed enemy accounts of 
the scope and depth of the Communist involve- 
ment are not readily available to us, and they 
likely will never become so. No Moscow, Pe- 
king, or Hanoi studies have been exposed to 
open publication to rival the “Pentagon Pa- 
pers.” To help bridge this gap in our knowl- 
edge, we have devoted some effort to the study 
and determination of various goals the enemy 
has pursued in the conflict. Without doubt this 
examination has been worthwhile in that it has 
helped in a general way to evaluate whether 
our responses have been appropriate or wide of 
the mark in coping with enemy intentions and 
thrusts. However, this approach has yielded 
only a part of the information we really need in 
order to gain the proper perspective and les
sons that we seek from our Southeast Asia in- 
volvement. A slightly different viewpoint is 
required to interpret the experience more fully.

In short, we must attempt to define the lessons 
the Communists have leamed from the strug
gle.

Lessons leamed by the other side have not 
been pressing issues in most U.S. struggles in 
the past, primarily because our successes have 
brought military victory in the usual sense and 
the enemy threat has been largely dispelled. 
But who would argue today that, if the current 
conflict were satisfactorily concluded in the 
near future, the Communist threat to us and 
the free world would vanish? Therefore, we 
must assume that, just as we leam lessons from 
our experience and attempt to apply them to 
our organizations and methodology, the enemy 
will do the same. If we fail to grasp this 
thought, we may prepare ourselves for a rein- 
stitution of the last war—but not for the next 
one. What is more, the lack of understanding of 
the impact of the Southeast Asia war on future 
Communist goals and courses of action may 
lead to an unnecessary continuation of the 
harmful exercise of excessive self-flagellation 
coming from some quarters conceming our par
ticipation in the struggle.

In the interest of carrying forward this pro- 
posal for an examination of the impact of the 
Southeast Asia war on the enemy, an example 
of the understanding and perspective that 
might be achieved is offered in subsequent 
pages. Obviously, an in-depth study of a topic 
as broad and complex as the full range of 
enemy lessons leamed would be an impossibil- 
ity in the few pages of this article. Neverthe- 
less, if properly narrowed and kept within 
strict bounds, some contribution can be made— 
at least a beginning.

The most significant subject that might be 
addressed, of course, would deal with the
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effects of the Vietnamese struggle on Coinniu- 
nist goals. However, considerable difficulty is 
encountered at once in trying to define com- 
pletely the intentions of the parties involved. 
For example, there existed no common, all- 
inclusive set of desires equally attributable 
to each of the primarv powers involved, the 
Soviet Union, Communist China, and North 
Vietnam. A basic reason for this divergence is 
clear if one reflects on the possible effects or 
ramifications of success or failure in the South- 
east Asia struggle. The Soviets were patently 
less vitally concemed than the Chinese, whose 
interests were less crucial than those of the 
North Vietnamese. Furthermore, the Southeast 
Asia conflict was begun and carried out during 
the time of open confrontation between the 
Communist giants, Rússia and China; and the 
desires of each of these powers in Vietnam 
were manipulated according to their beliefs as 
to what was best for themselves and the Com
munist bloc. In the middle of the squabble, 
Hanoi was forced to jockey first to one side and 
then the other to avoid a split, garner support 
from both factions, and yet gain advantages in 
its own right.

Nevertheless, while the degree of interest in 
certain objectives may have varied within the 
Communist camp, other objectives were ac- 
corded considerable attention by each of the 
major “cooperating” nations. One of these con
cemed the principie of support for wars of na- 
tional liberation.

Background

Serious thought about the possibility of mar- 
shaling and utilizing the energies of restive 
people as a vehicle to help the spread of 
Communism was identifiable in the time of 
Lenin. The relatively recent re-emphasis of this 
expansionist ploy was attributable primarily to 
the Communist Chinese and apparently began 
to receive concentrated attention from them in 
the latter half of the 1950s. The reasons for the 
resurrection of the principie of wars of national

liberation in Communist theory were manifold, 
a function of the cold war conditions existing at 
the time.

To begin with, the Chinese had grown 
dissatisfied with developments within the 
Communist bloc and the relatively secondary 
role accorded them. In the years following 
World War II the grouping together of Com
munist nations was essentially a monolithic 
thing, almost wholly responsive to the wishes of 
the Soviet Union. But by the late 1950s the 
Chinese had cause to resent the pre-eminent 
position of the Soviets. Among the irritating 
points, the emphasis on de-Stalinization by 
Moscow had fostered considerable personal re- 
sentment within the Chinese Communist lead- 
ership, who believed that this policy had 
created insecurity and disruption within the 
bloc and had robbed Communism of much of 
its dynamism. Foot-dragging by the Soviets in 
assisting China’s entry into the nuclear “club” 
was another issue. Furthermore, the evolving 
Russian policy of “peaceful coexistence” in the 
face of mounting U.S. nuclear might, while 
appealing to a relatively satiated and secure 
Soviet Union, was not attractive to the 
Chinese.

Peaceful coexistence had real applicability in 
the primarv sphere of Russian interest, Europe, 
with its tenuous but relatively stable East/West 
balance between Warsaw Pact and n a t o  na
tions; it had much less pertinence to the situa- 
tion confronting the Chinese in Asia. In that 
area in the late fifties, the opposing elements 
were anvthing but stable. In particular, the 
most important free world nation, the United 
States, was especially active in forging certain 
defensive arrangements and developments to 
which Peking was extremely sensitive. For 
example, the continuing development of South 
Korea, the rapid resurrection of Japan with a 
small but increasingly capable Self Defense 
Force, the growing U.S. association with Tai
wan, the creation of s e a t o , and the apparently 
deepening American moral commitment to 
South Vietnam were interpreted by the
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Chinese as very important to their present and 
future interests.

However, the principie of wars of national 
liberation as the proper course for Communists 
to follow had greater appeal to the Chinese 
than would a simple altemative to an inappli- 
cable Russian path in Asia. The policy offered 
Communist China special advantages; it ac- 
corded China more apparent prestige and 
influente than its capabilities warranted. By 
fostering, supporting, and hopefully dominating 
the leadership in certain revolutionary move- 
ments throughout the world, the Chinese could 
enhance their power through relatively minor 
contributions of equipment, personnel, and 
training. Equally important, this mode of ac- 
tivity promised success at small risk of signifi- 
cant retaliation by the free world against the 
Chinese.

Furthermore, the Chinese believed that a 
bold move in support of wars of national libera
tion, while low in risk and cost, would also 
offer the Communists renewed capabilities and 
opportunities at lower leveis in the spectrum of 
violence—in situations less than general or lim- 
ited war. And with U.S. military eflforts orga- 
nized and concentrated at upper leveis almost 
exclusively in the late fifties, the anticipated 
inability of the U.S. to respond adequately and 
rapidlv to the “new” principie was an appeal- 
ing vision.

The concept of support for wars of national 
liberation expounded by the Chinese was en- 
thusiastically endorsed by North Vietnams 
leaders. The acceptance was more than the 
normal reaction one might expect of a rela
tively minor Communist State nestled in the 
shadow of a giant Communist neighbor; it 
offered very definite advantages to Hanoi in its 
own ambitions in Southeast Asia.

The North Vietnamese had expected that 
South Vietnam would naturally fali under their 
domination as a result of the tenets of the 1954 
Geneva Agreements, which ended the French 
Indochina War. Beyond that, it could be sur- 
mised that dominion over the entire Southeast

Asian península was a distinct possibility. How
ever, the expectation conceming South Viet
nam had not materialized. On the contrary, 
U.S. influence and determination to maintain a 
free and independent South Vietnam were 
growing, and the North Vietnamese had been 
unable to muster meaningful support within 
the Communist bloc for their desires. As a re
sult, Hanoi had been forced to put aside expan- 
sionist dreams in the mid-1950s and tiun in- 
ward to work on internai developments. The 
Chinese proposition served to rekindle North 
Vietnamese hopes and promised a low-risk al- 
ternate road to domination over the South— 
with added incentive of significant bloc support.

In retrospect, the Soviet reaction to excited 
emphasis placed on the concept by its Asian 
allies appears rather subdued. The Russian 
leadership was aware of the possibilities and 
potentialities of the idea; however, subtle and 
selective support offered in the past had not 
convinced Moscow that the principie offered 
the Communists the panacea envisioned by the 
Chinese. A very important consideration to the 
Soviets was the difficulty of maintaining 
effective control over revolutionary movements 
after they were successful. Recent Soviet ex- 
periences in África had indicated that successful 
revolutions, even when substantially aided by 
the U.S.S.R., did not guarantee expanded Rus
sian influence—and might generate just the 
opposite effect. Nevertheless, while the Chinese 
proposal constituted insufficient reason for the 
Soviets to abandon their policy of peaceful 
coexistence, a measure of Soviet support was 
accorded the principie.

The Soviet combination of the policy of 
peaceful coexistence with support for the prin
cipie of wars of national liberation was clearly 
indicated to the United States at the 
Kennedy/Khrushchev meetings in Vienna in 
the spring of 1961. Among the topics discussed 
were Laos and Vietnam. In the Laotian crisis, 
the Soviets and Americans were directly in- 
volved, and an open confrontation between the 
two was a distinct possibility in 1961. To avoid
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such a clash, the Russians seemed willing to 
cooperate in finding a solution to the situation, 
and finally in 1962 one was worked out. In the 
Vietnamese problem, however, the Russians 
were not directly engaged, and support for the 
principie of wars of national liberation seemed 
applicable in a successful effort. Therefore, 
Moscow declined to work with the U.S. in the 
search for peace, preferring to allow that “civil 
war” to run its course.

The Vietnamese Case

The pre-1961 background of the insurgency 
in Vietnam offered the Communists an almost 
ideal model in which to test their concept of 
support for wars of national liberation. In that 
nation, a diverse mixture of scattered groups (of 
which the Communists had been only one) who 
opposed the Diem govemment since its incep- 
tion in 1955 had been coalesced about the bet- 
ter-equipped and -organized Communist core 
into the formidable Viet Cong fighting units 
and political organization that began to 
threaten seriously the survival of the Diem re
gime. Furthermore, although for all intents and 
purposes Communists directed the opposition 
movement, the façade of broader support and 
participation had not been stripped away. In 
particular, the ever tightening web of control 
emanating from North Vietnam was not readily 
discemible to the unsuspecting observer.

The belief of U.S. policy-makers that the 
Communists conceived of the Vietnamese situa
tion as a test case for their “new” concept, 
with worldwide ramifications, was amply dem- 
onstrated by certain American measures taken 
in 1961. With a revived interest in Special 
Operations Forces and conventional capabili- 
ties and in the face of continued erosion of the 
situation of the Diem govemment, the United 
States agreed to sharply increased assistance to 
South Vietnam and sent additional advisers to 
assist that nation. A new U.S./South Viet
namese plan was developed to combat the in
surgency, and significant strides were made in

this endeavor through most of 1962 until a 
combination of South Vietnamese inflexibility 
and ineptness, along with enemy adaptations, 
once more turned the tide in favor of the Viet 
Cong.

Nevertheless, by 1962 the United States had 
come to the realization that the primary source 
of support and leadership of the extensive Viet 
Cong operations was North Vietnam. Thereaf- 
ter, despite difficulties with the Diem and suc- 
cessor govemments and a continuing lack of 
significant battlefield victories, the U.S. refused 
to abandon the South Vietnamese to the exter- 
nally directed and supplied insurgency. Not 
even the sharp escalation begun by the enemy 
in 1964 and the twin strategies of attacks on 
U.S. personnel and equipment, along with the 
input of North Vietnamese fighting units into 
South Vietnam, were sufficient to cause the 
Americans to withdraw.

Importantly, these enemy actions apparently 
constituted a miscalculation by Hanoi of U.S. 
resolve and may have been taken over the 
counsel of the Chinese. In retrospect, it seems 
clear that the Chinese saw little to be gained 
from provoking U.S. participation in an esca- 
lated struggle almost at Chinas doorstep. In 
addition, the principie they urged called for 
support on a wide-ranging basis to insurgent, 
not conventional, warfare in order to dissipate 
free world strength—not provide a focal point 
for it. The result has been a serious impairment 
of their bright vision of support for wars of na
tional liberation that had been prevalent at the 
beginning of the last decade.

Some Possible Communist 
Lessons Learned

1. The United States will honor its written 
and moral commitments to assist friendly  na- 
tions in developing and in resisting even 
cloaked Communist efforts at expansion. This 
has been amply demonstrated by the Viet
namese experience. This stand has not been 
modified by current planning under the new
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Nixon Doctrine, although, over the long range, 
efforts by the nation directly concemed will, of 
necessity, be substantially greater.

2. Through improved mobility and flexibility, 
greatly enhanced by the Southeast Asia experi- 
ence, U.S. political leadership and military 
forces can effectively respond to Communist 
efforts even at lower leveis o f  the spectrum o f  
violence. New developments in U.S. command 
and control arrangements, tactics, weapons, 
and organizational structures have permitted 
better and faster responses to Communist in- 
cursions in the future.

3. The Communist concept o f  support fo r  
wars o f  national liberation has been exposed as 
less an interest in the legitimate aspirations o f  
indigenous people fo r  freedom  than as a means 
to extend Communist control over people and  
territory and gain leverage in the fr ee  
world/Communist bloc strugjgle. It is not likely 
that the methodology the Communists prac- 
ticed in taking over and manipulating the dissi- 
dent movement in South Vietnam will be lost 
to non-Communist revolutionaries throughout 
the world. It may be expected to have serious 
repercussions in any similar attempts the 
Communists may try in the future.

4. Without detailed control o f  wars o f  na-
tional liberation, their course, i f  left in the 
hands o f  indigenous Communists (who aspire to 
nationalism), can be  erratic and even danger- 
ous. In the Vietnamese case, certain rash moves 
by North Vietnam provoked determined U.S. 
responses that could have been extremely seri
ous for the survival of the bloc, had it not been 
for the stringent and continuai efforts of the 
United States to keep the war within the 
confines of Southeast Asia. It might be an error 
to expect similar U.S. restraint in the future.

5. A policy o f  support o f  wars o f  national 
liberation is not an inexpensive proposition. In 
comparison with the large losses in men and 
wealth incurred by the U.S. in a decade of in- 
volvement, materiel and manpower costs to the 
Communists, especially for the North Viet
namese, have also been high. Although too lit- 
tle is yet known about the disruptions caused 
by the war effort and the bombing, North Viet
nam’s progress in industrial, agricultural, and 
technological development has been impaired. 
To rebuild and restore that nation will be an 
expensive operation (and the limitations on fu
ture North Vietnamese courses of action, in 
order to secure the needed externai aid in the 
restoration, are still unknown).

6. Serious externai support fo r  wars o f  na-
tional liberation is not a riskless course. As a 
result of the destructive bombing campaign 
against North Vietnam, the U.S. has served notice 
that an instigator or propagator of wars of na
tional liberation may not be accorded immu- 
nity from retaliation in future conflicts.

As t h e  s t u d y  of our activities in Southeast Asia 
is pressed forward, a complementary effort 
should be expended to try to determine the 
effects of the war on the Communists. It is 
hoped that the foregoing brief discussion of one 
of the many aspects of the free world/ 
Communist bloc confrontation in Southeast 
Asia will help illuminate the possibilities of 
this course. Without more attention to the 
“other side,” we may run the risk of leaming 
only a portion of the lessons available—and 
without broader and deeper study, many of 
those may be distorted by one-sidedness.

Maxwell AFB, Alabama
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DISSIDENCE AND FEAR 
IN THE U.S.S.R.

C O L O N E L  D O N A LD  L .  C L A R K

T HE SOVIET musical "Moi Bezuimii Brut"1 
is a vicious assault on the United States, 

using every known clichê of Soviet propaganda 
to paint life in the West as vile and base. Yet, 
in the two and a half hours of the play there is 
one line that makes the whole mishmash worth 
sitting through. The line comes late in the show 
when the antagonist, a wealthy American 
banker who planned to start a third World 
War, finds himself suffering the fate he had 
planned for his twin brother as inmate of an 
insane asylum. He joins a group of real pa- 
tients, who are arguing over who owns a large 
rubber inflatable bunny. The ar gume nt is about 
to lead to violence when one of the demented 
group suggests a solution. His words go some- 
thing like this, “Why are we fighting over per- 
sonal ownership like dirty capitalists? Why 
can’t we all share this bunny?” Amazed by his 
wisdom, the rest decide that is the solution. 
Then the man clasping the bunny steps forward
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and dryly says to the audience, “Yes, only in a 
crazy house can you successfully have a com- 
munal bunny.” The audience roars.

Dr. Abraham Rothberg in his book The Heirs 
o f  Stalin\ has done us all a great favor by ex- 
tracting those marvelous one-liners—or several 
pages—that make Soviet films, poems, essays, 
articles, letters, books, etc., worth reading and 
placing them all under one cover. For this he is 
to be congratulated and adinired. One has only 
to read a few issues of Pravda or an article or 
two out of Kornunist to be convinced that the 
close and detailed examination of Soviet writ- 
ings is dull, dreary, and seldom very edifying. 
But to examine this carefully selected collec- 
tion of jewels is another story and well worth 
the effort.

Like any raw jewel, however, this book is not 
without flaws. It is often difficult reading, and 
the reader is hard pressed to keep his interest 
at a high peak. This result can only be blamed 
on the author, not on the promising material. 
He has made the mistake of describing the 
same events with only slightly different words 
in separate chapters and parts of the book. A 
little better overall editorial polishing and this 
flaw could have been buffed away. The author 
also chose to divide the story of Soviet dissi- 
dence into artistic, political, and scientific 
groupings rather than use the chronological 
approach, which would have obviated the need 
for so much repetition and given the story a 
smoother flow. Dr. Rothberg makes it quite 
clear that each of his various dissident group
ings is really protesting the same things—the 
lack of the rule of law, censorship, and the 
re-emergence of Stalinism—so the divisions 
hardly seem needed.

Another minor flaw (which slightly reduces 
the value of the book) can be traced to Roth
berg’s apparently sincere but too obvious dislike 
for Communism, Russian style. The author has

a way of coloring events, acts, and people so as 
to make them sound ominous, faulty, or under- 
handed even when the accuracy of his insinua- 
tion is in doubt. For example, he frequently 
refers to a distinguished author and expert on 
Soviet affairs as an “apologist,” yet he quotes 
the man on several occasions as being criticai 
of an act by the Communist party. Could it be 
that this specialist, unlike Dr. Rothberg, has 
only maintained the proper objectivity of an 
observer?

But enough about the flaws. Even a marred 
precious jewel is worth a great deal, and so is 
this book. Although it appears to have been 
written primarily for other scholars and serious 
students of Soviet studies, it deserves a wider 
reading audience. Dr. Rothberg’s list of sources 
alone is outstanding. Anyone interested in 
leaming more about Soviet dissidence, Soviet 
literature, sam izdat,2 or even a relatively ob- 
scure Soviet author, artist, or scientist of merit is 
very likely to find a source among Dr. Roth
berg^ bibliography that will satisfy his thirst. 
He introduces the reader not only to Pastemak, 
Solzhenitsyn, Ehrenburg, Sakharov, Daniel, and 
Sinyavskiy, the famous dissidents, but also to 
many lesser yet equally courageous and outspo- 
ken men and women, like Margarita Aliger, 
Olga Beggolts, Andrei Amalrik, Pyotr Yaldr, 
Vladimir Bukovsky, Valéria Novodvorskaya, 
and Viktor Krasin.

When one considers that this list deals with 
only a fraction of the people discussed in Roth
berg’s book, it is quite simple to jump to the 
false conclusion that the U.S.S.R. is in trouble, 
that revolution is just around the comer. Dr. 
Rothberg, however, has carefully avoided this 
misconception. He goes to great pains to point 
out to the reader how tiny the dissident move- 
ment is, what little effect it has had on the So
viet masses to date, and that the Western 
reader must understand it as a movement (with

f Abraham Rothberg, The Heirs o f  Stalin: D issidence an d  the Soviet 
Regim e, 1953-1970  (Ithaca, New York: Cornell University Press, $14.50), 
xiii and 450 pages.
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few exceptions) to reform Communism and not 
to overthrovv it.

The book carefully and repeatedly constructs 
its case that the Communist partv of the 
U.S.S.R. still contains the seeds of the ruthless- 
ness of the StaJin era and has reeently shown 
signs that under the right círcunistances the 
partv could retnm to that rule of terror. Roth
berg obviously beheves that Khrushchev 
erred—at least from the partv point of 
view—when he castigated Stalin and started the 
first thaw. He posits that Khrushchev started 
de-Stalinization in order to weaken his enemies 
and win some alhes in his bid for the top lead- 
ership. Later, Khrushchev himself apparentlv 
recognized that he had opened a Pandora’s box, 
and he spent the better part of the rest of his 
reign trying to put the lid back on without 
brealang the jar or labeling himself as one of 
Stalin’s heirs. Khrushchev’s successors, aceord- 
ing to Rothberg, recognized the mistake of the 
thaw even better than the former Premier did; 
and although the dissident movement has 
grown under their rule, they have on occasion 
been much more ruthless in deahng vvith it.

The book then goes on to describe the mini- 
war that has been waged since the thaw was 
first authorized. The narrative breathes some 
Life into the heroes and villains of the real-life 
tragedy. Sprinkled throughout the pages are 
some marvelous quotes from poems, Science 
íiction, novels, court testimonies, k g b inter- 
views, and even from the running squabbles 
between rival joumals like the liberal Noviy 
Mir (“New World”) and O ktyabr (“October”)— 
quotes that go far to explain the basic failings 
of Soviet Communism as a svstem and the realj

greatness of that two-legged creature called 
man.

In this book one man’s words shine forth and 
rise above all the others, the words of Alexan- 
der Solzhenitsvn. One of my regrets about the 
book is that there are so few quotes from The 
Câncer Ward, The First Circle, and even fewer 
from For the G ood o f  the Cause. But since these 
writings are available to us all, perhaps Profes

sor Rothberg was wise to select quotations from 
writings less available. One quotation that I 
think is most revealing about the Soviet system 
is in Solzhenitsyn’s epilogue to his book Au^ust 
1914, a story about Rússia and her people of 
that time. The Nobel laureate says:

This book cannot at the present time he pub- 
lished in our native land except in Samizdat be- 
cause of censorship objections . . . and whieh. in 
addition, demand that the word Cod be unfail- 
ingly written without a capital letter. To this in- 
dignity, 1 cannot stoop. (p. 358)

Another timely and revealing quotation 
comes from the words of the party Secretary 
General, Leonid Brezhnev, a man who today is 
attempting through treaties, conferences, and 
propaganda to create an image of the U.S.S.R. 
as the shining example of a peace-loving, free, 
and democratic nation. He said to the party 
elite in 1968, “Our Party has always wamed 
that in the field of ideology there can be no 
peaceful coexistence.” (p. 236)

As one reads these pages, a seed is planted, 
and fínally an unexpected truth begins to take 
form: the truth that the leaders of this great 
and powerful Communist party—a small elite 
with terrifying reputations, who took a rela- 
tively weak nation and changed it into a mili- 
tary and industrial superpower—are men who 
are somehow unsure and very much afraid. In 
fact, they have a giant inferiority complex. 
They fear the word “God” with a capital letter. 
They fear the truth about the Stalin era, the 
Lenin era, the Khrushchev era, indeed even the 
current era. They fear contact between their 
people and the West. And they fear any man 
who has the courage to refuse to follow their 
dictates. That fear, in spite of their power and 
strength, often overrides their rationality. As a 
result they have to strike out, silence, ridicule, 
and somehow dispense with anyone or any 
thought that challenges their stubbom claim to 
infallibility.

As Dr. Rothberg notes, the number of dissi- 
dents and even their sam izdat publications 
have grown: the Chronicle, for example, has
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been published like clockwork every two 
months for several years, with stories and arti- 
cles of protest, but still the dissonant impact on 
the mass society is negligible.3 Most Soviets 
have never heard of the majority of the dissi- 
dents, have never seen their essays or heard 
their protest statements. When the worker or 
peasant does hear, he usually rejects such peo- 
ple as troublemakers and sehemers. But in spite 
of this attitude of the masses, the leaders con
tinue to fear the protesters. Dr. Rothberg asks 
why. Is it because they remember how small a 
group the Communists were in 1917 and yet 
they overthrew the mighty czar? Is it because 
the rebels are mostly from the intelligentsia 
and potentially can influence more people? Is it 
because more and more scientists and skilled 
technicians are entering the movement and 
such men are becoming ever more important as 
the Soviet Union enters the cybernetic, superin- 
dustrial, technotronic age? Or is it simply a fear 
based on the evils of the past? The Politburo 
members and apparatchiki are insecure and 
must seek constant praise and acceptance; in 
their minds they magnify the slightest resis- 
tance so that it appears as the beginning of the 
end. The author leaves it to us to answer these 
questions, but he leads us to believe that the 
answer is that irrational fear.

Professor Rothberg also asks the “why” of 
the dissidents themselves. His indicated answer 
here disappoints me. He suggests that most of 
the dissidents sufFered some severe tragedy 
under Communism; that some dear relative 
died in a purge or a labor camp, that they or 
some close loved one sufFered indignities, inno- 
cent imprisonment or disgrace and that this 
crime and sufFering is the basis for their resis- 
tance. Yet, if this is so, the movement should be 
much larger because, as Rothberg notes, mil- 
lions died in the Stalinist purges, and almost 
every Family in the U.S.S.R. sufFered in one or 
more of the purges or k g b iniquities.4 There- 
fore, to single out that sufFering in their past as 
the key to their protest now seems to me a bit 
too anodyne.

In my opinion the dissidents speak out be
cause they are men and women who must. 
Such people exist in every country, and they 
cannot help it iF the accident of their birth 
places them in a land where such acts still lead 
to imprisonment or confinement in a mental 
institution. Rothberg quotes Valeriy Tarsis as 
saying that maybe the partv is right in placing 
so many in insane asylums, since, after all, any- 
one who speaks against the system in the 
U.S.S.R. must know his ultimate fate and must 
be a little crazy or he would remain silent. 
Rothberg quotes Andre Amalrik eloquently 
addressing that dilemma in these words:

When I was writing my books and intending to 
hand them over for publication I realized that I 
was risking imprisonment, and I was ready for it 
and am ready for it now. But I thank God for ev
ery day of freedom which is given to me and 
which I spend at home with my wife . . .  I think 
that the people in the k c b  are reasonably sensible 
from the police point of view, and they will arrest 
me when the fuss abroad has died down, and in- 
terest in me and my books has fallen away; and 
they will not try me for my books but will trump 
up some minor pretext . . . As far as the date of 
my arrest is concemed, a bureaucratic regime does 
not hurry by its very nature and because it knows 
that no one will escape it. (p. 266)

Such men do not speak because of previous 
imprisonments or the death or sufFering oF a 
loved one. They speak because something inside 
them has to be said. They cannot be silenced.

There is another weakness in the book that 
needs to be noted. The author pays proper 
attention to the famous essav of Dr. Andrei Sak- 
harov and other protest notes, acts, and move- 
ments which he has initiated, but in my opin
ion Dr. Rothberg mislabels Sakharovs most 
famous essay: he frequently refers to it as a 
“convergence essay.” I agree that the article 
speaks of a democratized U.S.S.R. and a social- 
ized U.S., but I think much more important 
points are made in its several thousand words. 
It is perhaps one of the most important doeu- 
ments to come out of the U.S.S.R. since 1917, 
and it should be read by anyone who wants to 
have a better understanding of the current
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thinking of some of the best minds in the Soviet 
Union. To labei it simply as an essay on “con- 
vergence” is to do the author an injustice and 
might cause many who have rejected that 
oversimplified theory (and most of the leading 
authorities on the U.S.S.R. have rejected it) to 
ignore the Sakharov essav. It is far more than a 
comment on convergence; it is a moving and 
eloquent plea for world peace, understanding, 
and cooperation. It is an incredibly well- 
informed appraisal of current events pro- 
duced by men who should have been prevented 
by their govemment’s policies from knowing 
such facts, reaching such conclusions, and 
above all from discussing, writing, and publish- 
ing such shocking ideas of liberty, equality, and 
alleged fallibility of the dictatorship of the few. 
Yet it was written.

There is a special brand of dissidence afoot 
in the U.S.S.R., but in my opinion The Heirs o f  
Stalin fails to give it adequate coverage. While 
pointing out this or that incident, Dr. Rothberg 
frequently alludes to the problem between the 
“fathers and sons,” the generation gap of the 
U.S.S.R., yet somehow the real impact of that 
dilemma on Soviet society does not come 
across. The basic problem of the generation 
gap in the U.S.S.R is the disillusionment of the 
youth. It is a disillusion similar to the one so 
often described in the West, yet remarkably 
leading to almost the opposite result. American 
youth are rejecting what they feel was the ov- 
eremphasis of their fathers on material wealth, 
and they seek in its stead a human philosophy, 
a better style rather than standard of living. 
The youth of Soviet Rússia, on the other hand, 
are rejecting the ideaÜsm of Communism that 
their fathers accepted and are seeking in its 
stead material improvements in the standard of 
living, the “good” life. While American youth 
are demonstrating for much the same ideais 
that young Bukovsky went to jail for (pp. 
197-99), he is an exception among youth in the 
U.S.S.R. His contemporaries are saying “To hell 
with all that philosophy garbage. We want a 
better life: cars, rádios, cameras, leisure time,

good books, better jobs—all those things they 
have in the W est.” And they add “Now, not 
after another generation of building Commu
nism but now, now; yesterday would have been 
better, and tomorrow is too late.”

The disaffection of Soviet youth, although 
not nearly so well documented as the problem 
in our Western world, may well prove more 
damaging to the Communist side than the re- 
volt of Western youth can ever be to our de- 
mocracies. Democracy may resist but always 
eventually accommodates to change. The youth 
movement in the West, dramatic as it has been, 
may lead to certain fundamental changes, like 
a volunteer military force; but in the U.S.S.R. it 
has already led. to a new draft law—a knee-jerk 
reaction by the party leaders designed to draft 
more of the youth but for a shorter period, in 
the frail hope that Red Army discipline can 
overcome their lack of Communist zeal.5 The 
effect on their Communist zeal may be in 
doubt, but the effect on the Soviet military’s 
readiness is not. Militarily in this complex and 
teehnical era it is far better to keep a man for a 
longer period and give him experience than to 
expose greater numbers to lessened training 
and proficiency. Therefore, over the long haul, 
the generation gap in the U.S.S.R. may actually 
damage her military capability, and the Soviet 
youth’s estrangement may prove even more 
destructive than the open protests of men like 
Sakharov and Solzhenitsyn.

One day at Sheremetevo airport outside 
Moscow I asked a young Soviet acquaintance 
what he thought was the difference between 
life in the U.S.S.R. today and under Stalin. His 
reply brought a laugh, but a scary laugh, from 
both of us. He said under Stalin everyone lived 
in fear of the knock on the door in the middle 
of the night—it meant terror, disappearance, 
and tragedy. “Today it’s much better—they 
knock on the door in the day time.”

Abraham Rothberg’s book is a confirmation 
of that youth’s statement. The Soviet Union of 
today is different from that of the thirties. This 
is proven by the very existence of the squabbles
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over the decision or requirement to reveal the 
crimes of StaJin that are presented in the Noviy 
Mir, Yunost, Oktyabr, and Pravda selections in 
The Heirs o f  Stalin. The difference is also sub- 
stantiated by the intermittent thaws and 
freezes, the retirement of party leaders versus 
their previous public confession and death. It is 
exposed in the press comments on the genera- 
tion gap—the disillusionment of Soviet youth. 
But somehow all of these signs, when interlaced

Notes

1. The English title of the musical would Ixr "My Crazy Brother." It was a 
fairly popular production shown throughout the U.S.S.R. in 1968. In the story a 
rieh American banker attempts to start World War III in order to destroy the 
U.S.S.R. and enahle the U.S. to enslave the world. He expects some nuclear re- 
taliation and tries to keep his farnilv safe. His twin brother, the good guy. hear- 
«ng of the plot. passes himself off as the banker, sentis the villain to an insane 
asvlurn. and averts the war.

2. "Samizdat'' is a Ruxtian word describing the underground publication of a 
book, inainly typewritten. which often numbers several thousand copies. It 
comes from the Russian word? "xam " meaning '*self’ and "izdat" meaning *‘to 
publish."

hke the control of party and govemment in the 
U.S.S.R., also turn out to be signs that Soviet 
society is only a sunset away from the Stalin 
era. Proof of this can be found in The Heirs o f  
Stalin, even if the going is occasionally tough. 
Read this book, and somewhere along the 
line—if only by osmosis—you will begin to un- 
derstand better the conundrum of that other 
superpower.

Washington, D.C.

3. Chronicle o f  Cummt Evenü, authors unknown, a joumal published via 
samizdat every two months in the U.S.S.R. containing news of the di&sidents, 
including who has been jailed. where. and for what. The first consistentlv anti- 
partv publication inside Rússia in modem Soviet times.

4. Rol»ert Comjuest‘s The Crvat Terror (New York: Mucrntllan. 1968) proba- 
bly carries the most accurate account of these slaughtens. It is verv authorita- 
tively referred to in Dr. Andrei D. Sakharovs essay. Pmgress. Coexistencc. and 
InteUectual Frecdom (New York: W. W. Norton. 1968).

5. ZoJton SSSR O Vseobshchei Voinskoi Ohyazannosti i Moscow. U.S.S.R.: 
Military Press. 1967), Ministry of Defense It reduced military Service in all 
Services by one year.



DICTATOR STALIN 
AND MR. HYDE

Co l o n el  Gl en n  E. W a s s o n

ACCORDING to H. Montgomery Hyde, 
there are more published works on Stalin 

than any other figure in history, including 
Christ and Napoleon. What further contribu- 
tion, then, could he expect to make to a subject 
already overworked? One might expect him 
either to possess unshakable confidence in his 
ability to restate the familiar so distinctively 
that the reader would not recognize it or to 
have access to information hitherto unpub- 
lished.

This versatile author combines an element of 
both these qualifications in his recent book, Sta-
lin. f His previously published works include 
more than forty books, which demonstrate an 
impressive span of competency in subjects rang- 
ing from Cases That Changed the Law  to A 
History o f  Pomography. Certainly he is not re- 
luctant to tackle a wide range of unrelated top- 
ics or compete with authorities in their own 
narrow areas of specialization. Although there 
has never been a shortage of English-language 
biographies of Stalin, few comprehensive studies 
of him have been written in recent years. In 
addition to the revelations about Stalin since 
his death—by his daughter Svetlana, Khrush- 
chev in his “secret speech,” Alexander Solzhen- 
itsyn in his popular novels, Milovan Djilas in 
his Conversations with Stalin, among others— 
there was a growing body of information about 
Russias wartime premier that had not been 
integrated with previous knowledge into a 
recent biography. The timely appearance of 
Hydes book fills this gap, and its easy narra- 
tive style should appeal to a wide readership. 

No stranger to the Soviet Union, Mr. Hyde

has visited the country ten times since 1933. 
During his latest trip he visited Stalins birth- 
place near Tiflis in Geórgia, the seminary from 
which he was expelled for propagating Marxist 
doctrine, and various places associated with the 
Soviet dictators career. Hyde reported that 
Soviet authorities were generally cooperative in 
granting his requests to view specific sites but 
were unwilling to take him to view the grave 
of Stalin’s second wife, Nadezhda Alliluyeva, 
who committed suicide in 1932. He was in- 
formed that “she was a person of no public in- 
terest whatsoever” and that he’d have to find 
the grave himself.1 As an indication of his me- 
ticulous research, he eventually found the grave 
unaided and photographed the tombstone for 
posterity and his book.

Most of Hyde’s documentary research for the 
book was done at Stanford’s Hoover Institution 
and the Trotsky archives in Harvards Houghton 
Library. This research digs deeply into ar- 
chival material that until recently was un- 
known even to the Soviets, and the bibliogra- 
phy should be useful to any student of Soviet 
affairs. Unfortunately, the greatest treasure 
trove of memorabilia is in the Stalin collection 
in the Archives of the Central Committee of 
the Communist Party in Moscow and is closed 
to native and foreign historians alike. The final 
definitive history of Stalin’s era will not be 
written until that source is opened.

Joseph Vissarionovich Djugashvili (who, mer- 
cifully, called himself Stalin) was a double 
apostate. On his mothers urging he won a 
scholarship to the Tiflis Theological Seminary 
in 1894 and spent several years there gaining a

f H. Montgomery Hyde, Stalin: The History o f  a D ictator (New York: 
Farrar, Straus, and Giroux, 1972, $12.95), 679 pages.
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classical education in preparation for the 
priesthood. His exposure to seditious literature 
smuggled into the seminary led to a growing 
reputation as “a person who harboured views 
dangerous to Tsarism” (p. 33), and he was 
finally expelled in 1899. After a few tumultuous 
years, the former theological student was the 
leader of the world’s largest atheistic movement.

Stalin made no secret of his early association 
with the church, but he desperately tried to 
cover up his activities as a double agent in the 
Okhrana and czarist secret police. As might be 
imagined, all available evidence linking Stalin 
to the archenemy of the early Bolshevik party 
was eradicated. Old comrades who might have 
had any slight knowledge of Stalin’s double life 
were eliminated by the purges. Nevertheless, 
Hyde cites enough surviving documentation 
and testimony of emigres to sustain the belief 
that Stalin was indeed a double agent.

Hyde succeeds no better than other biogra- 
phers in unlocking the secret of Stalins 
triumph over abler men who stood in his way 
or in explaining his prolonged perversion of a 
highly idealistic revolution to his personal aims. 
Accounts of Stalin’s early contributions to his 
party were often disparaging and usually indi- 
cated that he was overshadowed by other revo- 
lutionaries. He was described as speaking “halt- 
ingly, with a strong Georgian accent: his 
speech was dull and dry, and entirely devoid of 
color and witticism.” (p. 124) He rarely entered 
into conversation with intellectuals, and when 
he did he was usually cut off with brief or con- 
temptuous remarks. Hvde cites John Reed, who 
recorded the October revolution with newsreel 
clarity in his Ten Days That Shook the World 
and described Stalin as a “grey blur, looming 
up now and then dimly and not leaving a 
trace.” (p. 141) On one qualitv all were agreed: 
Stalin was ruthless. But this was not an uncom- 
mon quality among revolutionary zealots, and 
it cannot in itself explain his later success.

By the time he was later sought out by for- 
eign intellectuals and dignitaries for interviews 
as the head of State, a remarkable transforma-

tion appears to have taken place. He was now 
witty, charming, and possessed of omniscient 
political perspective. George Bemard Shaw 
wrote after an interview with him:

Unlike other dictators, Stalin had an irrepressible 
sense of humour. There is an odd mixture of the 
Pope and Field Marshal in him: you might guess 
him to he the illegitimate soldier-son of a cardinal.
I should call his manners perfect if only he had 
been able to conceal the fact that we amused him 
enormously. (p. 247)

In the same interview Shaw recalls an ex- 
change between Lady Astor and Stalin when 
the latter asked about politicians in England. 
To this Lady Astor replied, “Chamberlain is 
the coming man.”

“What about Churchill?” queried Stalin.
“Oh he’s finished!”
“If your country is ever in trouble,” Stalin 

retorted, looking hard at Lady Astor, “he will 
come back.” (p. 248) This perspicacious obser- 
vation was shared by few statesmen in 1931.

Anthony Eden noted after a conference with 
Stalin: “I have never known a man handle him- 
self better in conference. Well informed at all 
points that were of concem to him, Stalin was 
prudent but not slow. Seldom raising his voice, 
a good listener, prone to doodling, he was the 
quietest dictator I have ever known, with the 
exception of Dr. Salazar. Yet the strength was 
there, unmistakably.” (p. 319)

To visiting foreign dignitaries Stalin may 
have appeared benign, but to the Russian peo- 
ple he was a reincamation of Ivan the Terrible. 
His slaughter of Soviet subjects exceeded that 
of all the czars combined. In one of his more 
in ti mate wartime conversations with Churchill, 
he indicated that most of ten million Kulaks 
resisting collectivization did not survive.2 As he 
Consolidated his power, he instituted a series of 
purges against party members and army officers 
that virtually eliminated middle and sênior 
officer ranks. Anyone who at any time had 
opposed Stalin or whom he suspected of being 
a potential adversary was purged. Soviet law 
made children over age 12 subject to the death
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penalty as accomplices in the treasonable acts 
of their parents. \Vhen thousands of starving 
children jammed railroad stations during the 
famine of 1932, Stalin issued secret orders that 
anv children caught stealing food were to be 
dispatched. Hyde provides a thorough treat- 
ment of the purge trials of the losers, the in- 
temecine maneuvering within the party, the 
methods of interrogation and proseeution, and 
the human devastation that resulted.

In comparison with most Western historians, 
Hyde is more charitable towards Stalin in treat- 
ing the short-lived and ill-fated pact between 
Nazi Germany and the Soviet Union. In Hydes 
view, Staün realized that war was eventually to 
be inevitable, but he sought the treaty because 
it would allow Rússia to acquire two things: 
buffer territory (eastem Poland and the Baltic 
States) and—more important—time. Stalin’s 
strange refusal to respond to numerous warn- 
ings of the impending German invasion is ex- 
plained by Hyde as a ploy to molüfy the Nazis 
until the last possible hour in an effort to delay 
the invasion. The author offers little new infor- 
mation on this puzzling matter, and his in- 
terpretation is not convincing.

As an ex-member of the British Parliament, 
Hyde would be expected to emphasize Stalins 
relations with British leaders and diplomats, and 
it is in this area that his book is best. Much has 
been written of Churehills wartime meetings 
with Generalissimo Stalin, but Hyde proves 
that the subject is not yet exhausted. Churchill 
had been the most articulate antagonist of 
Bolshevism since its inception, and there was a 
residue of mutual suspicion to be overcome 
before the two men could work together to 
defeat Hitler. Hyde’s anecdotal account vividly 
chronicles this thawing process, which ulti- 
mately reached the following degree of liquid 
mellowness:

After dinner, when the President [Roosevelt] 
and most of the guests had Ieft, Stalin lingered for 
a final dnnk with Churchill. "England is becoming 
a shade pinker,” observed the Prime Minister.

"That is a sign of good health," replied Stalin. 
Then after this remark had been translated, he

added: "I want to call Mr. Churchill my friend."
Call me Winston,” said the Prime Minister. "I 

call you Joe hehind your back.”
No, said Stalin. I want to call you my friend. 

I d like to be allowed to call you my good friend.”
The two clinked glasses for the uinpteenth tiine.
"I drink to the proletarian masses,” Churchill 

proposed.
"I drink to the Conservative Party," replied Sta

lin. (pp. 498-99)

One might assume that a book of 679 pages 
would offer a reasonably balanced coverage of 
the various phases of Stalins life. However, the 
reader who expects to gain some insight into 
Sino-Soviet relations during his reign will dis- 
cover that the entire subject occupies no more 
than three pages. Chiang Kai-shek is not even 
Usted in the large index of proper names, al- 
though a few fleeting references to him are in 
the text. Considering Stalins ill-fated meddling 
in the internai affairs of China during the 1920s 
and the defection of Chiang Kai-shek and his 
Kuomintang party following his stewardship in 
Moscow, the omission is inexplicable. Indeed, 
Trotskv had virtually predicted that Stalins 
tactics would end in a fiasco for Communism in 
China, and this turn of events was an important 
factor in Trotsky’s growing split with Stalin. 
Stalin could not afford to have him claim, “I 
told you so.” Hyde gives little more than a 
passing reference to Stalin’s relationship with 
Mao Tse-tung and adds nothing to existing lit- 
erature on the subject.

Without offering a specific political judg- 
ment, Hyde makes it quite clear, through the 
selective use of the memoirs of participants in 
the wartime conferences, that President Roo
sevelt was both naive and needlessly generous in 
his negotiations with Stalin. As early as Octo- 
ber 1943 Stalin gratuitously informed Secretary 
of State Cordell Hull that the Soviet Union 
would join the Allies in attacking Japan soon 
after Gennany was defeated. Stalin volunteered 
this pledge to Roosevelt and Churchill again at 
Teheran the following month, without attach- 
ing any political preconditions. However, at 
Yalta in February 1944 Roosevelt agreed to
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Stalins demand for considerable Soviet territo
rial aggrandizement as a price for attacking 
Japan, some of it at the expense of their war- 
time ally, China. Roosevelt had previously ex- 
pressed the view: “I think if I give [Stalin] ev- 
ervthing I possibly can and ask nothing from 
him in return, noblesse oblige, he won’t try to 
annex anything and he will work with me for a 
world of democracy and peace.” (p. 452) 
Hydes account of the wartime summit meet- 
ings and their tragic aftermath should be re- 
quired reading for all U.S. officials who expect 
to bargain with the Soviets.

For anyone attempting to understand the 
Soviet system of government and its chief deci- 
sion-makers, this book has considerably more 
value than could be expected from the usual 
biographical/historical study. There is little 
similarity between the continuity of the Soviet 
system, which develops and grooms promising 
party members for positions of leadership over 
a lifetime of Service, and the American 
two-party system, which sweeps out its policy- 
makers each time the presidency is captured 
by a rival party. However, the advantages of 
the inherent stability of the Soviet system were 
more than offset by the vagaries of Stalin, who 
increasingly personalized and obscured the de- 
cision-making process.

Despite the faet that Stalin has been suc- 
ceeded by Malenkov, Khrushchev, and Brezh- 
nev, the present Soviet leadership was nurtured 
under the tutelage of Stalin. Both Brezhnev and 
Kosygin were protégés of Stalin and survived 
some of the worst aberrations of the aging dic- 
tator. Shortly after World War II, Kosygin was 
admitted to the Politburo as a member of a 
troika of bright young party members noted for 
their managerial talents. Stalin had the other 
two members of this troika, Vosnesensky and 
Kuznetsov, shot for some vague misdoing in the

so-called “Leningrad affair.” For some time 
Kosygin was terrified that he too might be 
marked for extinction, as there was little 
difference between his activities and those of 
his executed comrades. Khrushchev, in recount- 
ing Stalin’s excesses (in his “secret speech”), 
considered Kosygin’s survival nothing short of 
miraculous. (p. 576) Although not explicitly 
stated by Hyde, the conclusion is inescapable 
that no individual could survive such a trau- 
matic experiente without being influenced for 
life.

Because some of the unspeakable terrors of 
the Stalin era are no longer practiced, there is 
a tendency to ascribe greater enlightenment to 
the present Kremlin leadership. But how does a 
man survive the Byzantine intrigues of a life
time of Stalinism without becoming a part of 
it? Hopefully, the present regime represents a 
break with the past and is one with which we 
can work out humanitarian Solutions to man- 
kinds problems; but the fact that todav’s Soviet 
leaders are deeply rooted in the Stalinist past is 
strongly evident in Hyde s book. The invasion 
of Czechoslovakia in 1968 under the present 
leadership was pure Stalinism.

Undoubtedly this book will be superseded bv 
future biographies of Stalin as additional reve- 
lations come to light, but this is unlikely for the 
next decade at least. Anyone with historical 
interest in Stalin and his times, or seeking a 
framework for understanding todays Soviet 
leadership, would do well to seek this book out 
of the multitude written on these subjects.
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